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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The Apostle Paul was not one of the twelve. And yet, 
despite the fact that he was not one of the original dis-
ciples called by Jesus, he did consider himself an Apostle. 
He claimed the same authority for his preaching as did the 
original disciples (1 Cor. 15:11). But what was his rela-
tionship to the Apostles who were witnesses both to the 
resurrection of Jesus and his earthly life? Did he view 
his teaching as a continuation of the witness they origi-
nated, or did he consider himself an innovator? Does his 
rebuke of Peter as recorded in the second chapter of 
Galatians constitute a typical example of his attitude to 
the disciples who were in Jerusalem? Did he develop Chris-
tianity into a different religion than it was in the hands 
of the companions of Jesus? Was he the first to understand 
Christ's death as an atoning sacrifice? Did he receive the 
content of his teaching at his conversion, or later from 
Peter and James? Was he more influenced by his background 
as a Pharisaic Jew or by the Hellenism of the culture to 
which he presented his gospel? Is Paul concerned to preach 
the same gospel which was preached by the leaders of the 
congregation in Jerusalem? How, in brief, is Paul to be 
viewed in relation to his fellow Apostles? 
2 
Obviously, these questions cover almost the entire 
spectrum of New Testament theology and cannot be answered 
definitively in one paper. Therefore, for matters of limi-
tation, it shall be the purpose of this paper to examine one 
specific text in the Pauline corpus in wh ich Paul himself 
cites something he had received. In 1 Corinthians 15:3b-5 
Paul describes the gospel which the Corinthians came to 
believe and by which they were saved. Does this passage 
tell us anything about Paul's relationship with the apostles 
in Jerusalem? What does it tell us of the chief emphases in 
the gospel Paul had received? 
In order to answer these questions, the formal structure 
of the passage must first be determined. Is Paul here refer-
ring to something passed on to him by the primitive church 
or something he received at his conversion? Is Paul here 
quoting a rhythmic formula common in the primitive church or 
a swrunary he himself had drawn up? These questions will be 
the main concern in Chapter II. 
Chapter III will build on Chapter II in the following 
manner: if 1 Cor. 15:3b-5 were a passage common in the 
early church, how was it used? Was it a common confession 
of faith? Was it a type of baptismal creed? Was it used as 
a mnemonic device for Christian instruction? 
The fourth chapter deals with the origin of 1 Cor. 15: 
3b-5. ~he origin of this passage will greatly affect what 
conclusions can be drawn as to Paul's relationship to the 
3 
leaders of the first church in Jerusalem. If this tradition 
originated among the Hellenistic churches, then it tells us 
nothing about Paul's relationship to the first Apostles. 
If, on the other hand, this passage originated in Jerusalem, 
then the manner in which Paul uses it in 1 Cor. 15 can tell 
us much of his attitude to the original twelve. 
The possible ex~ent of the traditional formula will be 
the subject of the fifth chapter. Because the writers of 
the New Testament did not use quotation marks, how much of 
l Cor. 15 might be a word for word quotation is a question 
which needs consideration. The extent of the paradosis1 
may also have much to say about its formal structure, origin, 
and theology. 
The sixth chapter will deal with Paul's purpose in cit-
ing this supposed formula. This chapter will treat the ques-
tion of the situation in the Corinthian congregation which 
gave rise to the writing of Chapter 15 in general and espe-
cially the citing of the paradosis. 
In order to understand fully what this section has to 
say about the subject of its four verbs, Jesus Christ, the 
seventh chapter will be devoted to a thorough analysis of 
each of the phrases in verses 3b-5. The pre-Pauline 
lParado~is is a transliteration of a Greek term and is 
used here as a technical term for teachings of or about Jesus 
Christ which were passed on to· one another by the members of 
the early Christian church. 
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understanding of Jesus Christ and his work will be the main 
subject of this chapter. 
The final chapter will contain conclusions dra~m from 
the study of 1 Cor. 15:3b-S. It will suggest implications 
for Paul's relationship with the first Ap ostles and an under-
standing of the primitive Christian proclamation, and will 
conclude with a number of questions for further study. 
CHAPTER II 
THE FORMAL STRUCTURE OF l CORINTHIA~'1S 15: 3b-5 
For many years exegetes ignored the distinctive formal 
structure of l Cor. 15:3b-5. It was considered simply a 
summary of the gospel which Paul had preached to the 
people at Corinth. But with the rise of form criticism 
and its attempt to go behind the New Testament writings, 
scholars began to distinguish various layers of develop-
ment in the New Testament Scriptures. One of the layers 
detected in the text of the New Testament was that of early 
Christian preaching. The sermons of the book of Acts and 
various segments of Paul's letters were viewed as the earli-
est proclamation of the post-resurrection church. Alfred 
l Seeburg was the first to detect in l Cor. 15:3b-5 a formu-
lated statement of the proclamation of the primitive2 church. 
This is a position which has found common acceptance. In 
fact, it is often accepted as proved beyond any reasonable 
doubt. 3 This position is held for a number of reasons which 
lAlfred Seeburg, Der Katechismus Der Urchristenheit 
(Muenchen: Chr. Kaiser Verlag, 1903), pp. 45-48. 
2The term "primitive" as used in this paper refers to 
the period of the Christian church after the resurrection 
and prior to the time of Paul's epistles. 
3Joachim Jeremias, The Eucharistic Words of Jesus, 
translated from the German by Norman Perrin (London: SCM 
Press, c.1966), pp. 102-103. Oscar Cullmann, The Early 
6 
we shall summarize below. 
Paradidorni and Paralarnbano 
In the first place, Paul uses here two terms (p ara-
larnbano and paradidorni) which are the Greek equivalents of 
the Hebrew kibbel and masar. The two Hebrew terms are 
rabbinic technical terms for the receiving and handing on 
of oral or written tradition. 4 An example of this rabbinic 
chain of tradition, received and handed on, is cited in the 
Babylonian Talmud: 
Moses received the Torah from Sinai, and he delivered 
it to Joshua; and Joshua (delivered it) to the Elders; 
and the Elders (delivered it) to the Prophe~s; and the 5 Prophets delivered it to the men of the Great Synagogue. 
Because the primitive church lived in an atmosphere permeated 
with Jewish tradition and the rabbinic interpretation of the 
law, the words paralarnbano and paradidomi came to be technical 
Church, edited by A. Higgins (Philadelphia: Westminster 
Press, c.1956), p. 33. Martin Dibelius, From Tradition to 
Gospel, translated from the German by Bertram Woolf (New 
York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1965), pp. 21-23. Archibald 
Hunter, Paul and His Predecessors (Second edition; London: 
SCM Press, 1961), pp. 117-119. Hugh Anderson, Jesus and 
Christian Origins (New York: Oxford University Press, 1964), 
pp. 211-212. 
4 h d" d' . " . d . Te wor tr~ ition is use in this paper in its 
New Testament meaning as a bo~y of facts or teachings 
handed ~n from teafchther to puiitl! apostle to congregation. 
It carries none o e conno a ions present day usa . 
dicates. I
3
t is v
1
irtually synonymous with paradosis:e ~~~ 
supra, p. , n •• 
5
seder Nezihin, The Babylonian Ta l mud 
translated by A. J. Israelstarn (London:~Ttl~ 
1935), Aboth 1:1-5. 
Vol. VIII 
Socino Pr~ss 
I 
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terms in the New Testament for the receiving and handing on 
of traditions about Jesus Christ. l Corinthians 11:23 is an 
excellent example. Here Paul cites a t r adition he had received 
concerning the Lord's Supper. As Cullmann says of t h is text 
and l Cor. 15:3, 
The verbs in the principa l and subordinate clause s are 
simply interchanged. This is because the very esse nce 
of tradition is that it forms a chain. At all events, 
it is clear that these are Jewish formulae, by wgich 
the rabbis refer to the halakha and t h e haggada. 
Paul uses the related term paradosis in l Cor. 11:2, 
2 Thess. 2:15 and 3:6 to refer to the content of his teaching, 
that is, the traditions he passed on to the congregations. 
It is to these that the congregation is to hold. Birger 
Gerhardsson says on this point, 
According to Paul, early Christianity has a body of 
authoritative material which he calls "trad ition" 
(paradosis) 2 Thess. 3. 6, and "the traditions" (~-
doseis), I Cor. 11.2, 2 Thess. 2.15. The delivery of 
this tradition is indicated by the verb paradidona i , 
I Cor. 11.2, 23, 15.3, its reception by p a ralambanein, 
I Cor. 11.23, 15.1,3, Gal. 1.9, Phil. 4.9, Col. 2.6, 
I Thess. 2.13, 4.1, 2 Thess. 3.6. W'nen the congrega-
tions are exhorted to "stand fast by" and "hold fast" 
this tradition, the verbs used are katechein, I Cor. 
11.2, kratein, 2 Thess. 2~15, and hestekenai, I Cor. 
15.1. 7 
There is, then, in the two verbs paralambano and para-
didomi reference to a chain of tradition received and passed 
on by the members of the primitive church. It is to this 
6 Cullmann, p. 63. 
7Birger Gerhardsson, Memory and Manuscript, translat d 
by Eric J. Sharpe (Uppsala: .Z\.lrr~quist and Wiksells, 19Gl), e 
p. 290. 
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paradosis that Paul refers in our text when he uses these 
two technical terms. As Buechsel summarizes: 
paradounai is used as a technical term when its object 
is teaching 1 etc. Thus it is us ed o f t he Halach ic 
tradition of the Jews in general in Acts 6 :14, o r more 
specifically that which goes beyond t he laws in Hk . 5: 
13, or of Christian tradition with no more precise 
defin~tion of content in R. 5:17; I c. 11:2, 23; 
15:3. 
Non-Pauline Elements 
There are a number of words and phrases wh ich appear in 
1 Car. 15:3b-5 which are uncommon in the Pauline corpus. 
Because some of them occur only here, it has been thought9 
that Paul is quoting a tradition which he received from the 
primitive church word for word. 
The word ophthe is found in the Pauline corpus only 
here and in the confessional formula of l Tim. 3:16. Paul 
uses the perfect passive of the verb egeiro only in l Cor. 
10 
15:4 and in 15:12-14, 16f. and 20. His normal usage is 
the aorist, either passive or active. The expression "the 
twelve" is found only here in the Pauline corpus. Paul's 
usual term is "the Apostles." The placing of the ordinal 
8Friedrich Buechsel, "did5mi," Theological Dictionary 
of the New Testament, edited by Gerhard Kittel, translated 
by Geoffrey w. Bromiley (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans 
Pub. Co., c.1964), p. 171. 
9 Cf. supra, p. S, n. 3. 
10Jeremias, p. 102, says that the use of the passive 
in the remainder of chapter fifteen is clearly due to the 
influence of its use in vss. 3b-5. 
a 
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number after the noun in the phrase te heme ra te trite is 
found nowhere else in Paul. The phrase kata tas graphas is 
not a Pauline expression. He normally uses kathos (or katha-
per) gegraptai. Huper ton hamartion hemon has no parallel 
in the Pauline writings. 11 
The fact that in these two and one half verses there are 
six elements uncommon in Pauline usage, would suggest that the 
formula of 1 Cor. 15:3b-5 was not composed by Paul. 
Paul's Statement in Verse Eleven 
The line of arg~~entation Paul is employing in Chapter 
Fifteen and specifically in verses 1-11 seems to be aimed at 
a refutation of the statement of some of the Corinthians in 
verse twelve, "there is no resurrection of the dead. 11 It is 
against the denial of the general resurrection of the dead 
that Paul cites the preaching of the Apostles. He wishes to 
show that if there is no resurrection from the dead, then 
Christ cannot have been raised from the dead (verse 13). In 
all of this he seeks to show certain Corinthians that their 
denial of the resurrection amounts to a denial of one of the 
chief points of the gospel he had preached to them and they 
had accepted. It probably would have been easy for Paul's 
llEduard Schweizer, "Two New Testament c 
Current Issues in New Testame nt Interpret~t · ~eed~_Compared," 
William Klasse n and Graydon Snyder (New y
0
,}~··: e l. ted by 
Brothers, c.1962), p. 291, n. 1, points outK. Harpe~ and 
represents not only a different usage b t that this clause 
understanding of the concept of sin. ' u also a - different 
10 
opponents in Corinth to point out that his gospel was differ-
ent from that of the other apostles (in fact, they may already 
have done so) if he had founded his argument in this section 
exclusively on his own preaching. But Paul shows in verses 
1-11 that his proclamation is that of all the Apostles. His 
gospel is their gospel. He stands in a chain of tradition 
that goes back to the Lord himself (11:23). The Corinthians 
who denied the general resurrection were not opposing the 
opinion of Paul, but the preaching common to all the Apostles. 
"Therefore whether I or they, thus we preach and thus you came 
to believe." This statement is best understood when verses 
3b-5 are seen as an actual quotation from the proclamation 
of the primitive church. A. M. Hunter says concerning this 
point, 
Verse 11 of this chapter expressly declares that what 
has just been recounted (perhaps "recited" is the 
better word) is no private credo of the writer, but the 
kerygma of all the apostles, of ··Peter and James no less 
than Paul--"Whether then it be I or they, so we preached 
and so ye believed. 11 12 
The Use of Hoti 
The Greek word hoti is used in 1 Cor. 15:3b-5 four times. 
It is tantamount to quotation marks13 and suggests that Paul 
12Hunter, p. 15. 
13F·. Blass, A. Debrunner and R. Funk, A Greek Grammar 
of the New Testament (Chicago: The University of Chicago 
Press, c.1961), par. 470 (1), p. 246. Hereafte= referred to 
as BDF. 
-
11 
is quoting word for word from a statement db compose y some-
one else. 
Elements Incongruous with the Context 
Paul in 1 Cor. 15 is concerned with the resurrection. 
He is attempting to refute the belief of some Corinthians 
that there will be no resurrection from the dead. Hurd is 
of the opinion that Paul is responding here to an iss ue 
raised by the Corinthians in their latest letter to the 
Apostle. He states, 
Thus we conclude that the substance of the Corinthians' 
position was as follows: Concerning resurrection we 
maintain that there is no bodily resurrection of the 
dead. The whole idea of such a thing is foreign to the 
Spirit which is ·the true gift of God.14 
If this is Paul's topic, why does he deviate so far from it 
by bringing in the sacrificial death of Christ in accordance 
with the predictions of Scripture, the burial of Christ, and 
his resurrection on the third day kata tas graphas? The men-
tion of the death and burial, and the resurrection by them-
selves could possibly be explained as necessary prefaces for 
the validity of the resurrecti.on appearances. But the theo-
logical interpretation and the details of these two and one-
half verses are not really essential to Paul's argument. The 
only satisfying explanation of these incongruous elements is 
14John Coolidge Hurd, The Origin fl 
Y k S b P 1965) -p;-y-99-:==,.::...~0 .::-.~~C~o~r~i~n~t~h~i~a!n~s (New or·: ea ury ress, , . 199. 
12 
that Paul was quoting ,,,ord for word from a formula, and he 
did not deviate from it even when it was not strictly rele-
vant to his line of reasoning. 
The Structural Parallelism of Verses 3b-5 
There seems to be a balanced structure between the 
lines of 1 Cor. 15:3b-5. Jeremias calls this structural 
arrangement "parallelismus membrorum. 1115 It can be pictured 
thus: 
hoti Christos apethanen huper ton hamartion hemon 
kata t a s graphas 
kai hoti etaphe 
hoti egegertai te""'hemera te trite 
kata tas graphas 
kai hoti ophthe kepha, eita tois dodeka 
The first and third lines correspond to each other in length, 
in construction, and in the ending "according to the scrip-
tures." The second and fourth lines also seem to correspond 
to each other in that they are both shorter in relationship 
to the first and third. Each of them serves to verify the 
longer line immediately preceding it. 
This structured parallelism of 1 Corinthians 15:3b-5 
indicates that it is a specially worded and constructed tra-
dition. It suggests the possibility that Paul is here quot-
ing a formula composed by his spiritual predecessors. The 
earlier argumentation based on the non-Pauline elements in 
lSJeremias, p. 102. 
13 
1 Cor. 15:3b-S adds weight to this possibility. 
Tini Logo 
Further evidence for the pre-Pauline nature of verses 
3b-S may be found in the phrase tini l ogo in verse 2. Paul 
says, in this verse, "With what word I preached to you. 11 
How are we to understand logos in this context? Gerhardsson 
offers a suggestion, 
We can make a particularly important observation from 
I Cor. 15:lff., where Paul does not speak merely about 
the fact of the Corinthians having received the gospel; 
he also reminds them with what word (tini logo) he 
preached the gospel to them. He thus made use, when 
preaching the gospel, of a logos which he himself had 
received as authoritative tradition (ho kai pare-
labon).16 
This proposal of Gerhardsson does seem plausible when we 
realize that Paul uses logos in 1 Corinthians in the singu-
lar nine out of thirteen times to refer to the proclamation 
of the gospel. A good example is 1 Cor. 1:18: "The logos 
of the cross is foolishness to those who are perishing." 
There is, then, philological justification to interpret~ 
logo as an actual logos Paul had received. 
The elements listed above in this chapter, which point 
to the formal structure of 1 Corinthians 15:3b-5 as a tradi-
tion of the primitive church, would carry very little weight 
if they stood singly. nut they do not. The evidence is cum-
ulative and the single elements must be viewed as a whole. 
16Gerhardsson, p. 296. 
-
14 
Together they lead to the conclusion that what is found in 
verses 3b-5 of 1 Cor. 15 must be a pre-Pauline paradosis. 
What is cited here by Paul, then, is an element of tradition 
which goes back to the decades imme diately following the 
resurrection. It is possibly the oldest witness to the 
resurrection we have. Hunter says of it, 
Of all the survivals of pre-Pauline Christianity in 
the Pauline corpus this is unquest i onably the most 
precious. It is our pearl of great price. We may 
well be grateful to the Corinthia ns for the ir doubt s 
about the resurrection; otherwise, Pa ul might never 
have been prompted to give us this priceless fragment 
of paradosis.17 . 
If it is determined that l Car. 15:3b-5 is pre-Pauline, 
then a number of related questions arise. Wnat was the orig-
inal context of the passage? Was it part of a creed which 
the earliest Christians used to confess their faith? Was it 
a part of a missionary manual given out to all Christian 
preachers who travelled to spread the gospel? Was it a 
section of catechetical instruction for new members in the 
church? The third chapter will be devoted to determining 
the use of l Cor. 15:3b-5 in the primitive church. 
17Hunter, p. 15. 
CHAPTER III 
THE USE OF 1 CORINTHIANS 15:3b-5 I N THE PRIMITIVE CHURCH 
Confession 
Vernon Neufeld1 posits the theory that 1 Cor. 15:3b-5 
.was a confession of the earliest church. It was d e rived 
from the most primitive of all confessions wh ich Paul cites 
' in 1 Cor. 12:3, "Jesus is Lord." Neuf eld views l Cor. 15: 
3b-5 as an expansion of this most primitive confession. He 
concludes that Paul used this confession here as a norm or 
standard for the true faith and employed it polemically to 
combat false ideas. 
It is true that Paul uses this paradosis to combat the 
false ideas some of the Corinth ians had about t he resurrec-
tion, but it is much less obvious that this tradition is an 
expansion of the confession "Je sus is Lord." There is no 
overt reference here to the Lordship of Jesus Christ. Phil. 
2:5-11 which Neufeld .classifies with our t ext as an expan-
sion of the primitive confession would serve as a more obvi-
ous confession of the Lordship o f Jesus than l Cor. 15:3b-5. 
It also seems that if this text was a confession which 
Christians used, then it would be more suited to Paul's argu-
ment to picture this tradition as something the Corinthians 
1vernon H. Neufeld, The Earliest Christ i a n Confe ssion s 
(Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans, 1963), pp. 67-68 . 
16 
had confessed themselves and were now denying through their 
denial of the general resurrection. 2 Paul doe s not cite 
1 Cor. 15:3b-5 as a confession, but as part of h i s p reaching.3 
Preaching 
This category and the following seem to be the more 
probable uses which the Christians of the apostolic era mad e 
of this tradition. Paul himself in verse one of c hapter 
fifteen says he preached this trad ition to t he Corinthians. 
He says he delivered this tradition along with others (1 Cor. 
11:23-26) to the Corinthians. It was the gospel he preached 
to them. 
Of course, the fact that Paul employed t h is tradition 
for his preaching does not necessarily mean that his practice 
was standard in the primitive church. But we have no other 
instance in the New Testament where this paradosis was used 
for anything else. Paul offers the only explicit indication 
as to its usage. 
2cf. infra, Chapter v. 
3For further study on the difference betwe~n co:11f ession 
and preaching in the primitive church, cf. Werner Kramer, 
Christ, Lord, Son of God, translated by Brian Hardy from the 
German, Studies in Biblical Theolo<IX_, L (Naperville, Ill.: · 
Alec R. Allenson, c.1966), pp. 67-69. 
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Teaching 
In his approach to the problem of tradition, 
Gerhardsson stresses the fact that by the time of the New 
Testament, the rabbis had highly developed techniques for 
aiding memorization. One of these was the use of simanim. 
These simanim were headings or catchwords which would imme-
diately bring to the student's mind a number of teachings 
of the rabbi on a given subject. They were mnemonic devices. 
Gerhardsson poses the theory that Paul in his teaching used 
a number of simanim. He says, 
As we know, a number of quite definite doctrinal topoi 
appear in the Pauline literature. It seems likely that 
Paul followed the same procedure in his oral teaching. 
It is not improbable that he linked his teaching with 
definite doctrinal statements, logoi, which were 
received and logoi of his own formuiation which he 
repeated time and time again and then interpreted. 4 
He describes 1 Cor. 15:3-11 in this manner, 
Eric 
It seems, however, to be of vital importance to note 
that the logos which we find in I Cor. 15.3ff. seems 
to be built up in such a way that each individual 
element functions as a siman for a passage from the 
gospel tradition: (a) the passion narrative--in 
shorter or longer form?--in which it is a well-known 
fact that the whole and the details are seen in the 
light of Scripture, (b) the narrative of the burial 
[sic!] of Jesus, (c) a narrative telling that the 
resurrection took place on the third day according to 
the Scriptures [the tradition of the e mpty tomb!], 
(d} the first revelation of the Risen Lord to Peter 
[cf. Lk. 24.34, John 21.lSff., Matt. 16.16ff.], (e) the 
revelation to the twelve [cf. Lk. 24.33ff., John 20.19ff.] 
and then to the others in chronological order [f-i].S 
4Birger Gerhardsson, Memory and .Manuscript, translated by 
J. Sharpe (Uppsala: Almquist and wiksells, 1961), p. 290. 
s~., p. 300. 
-
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This theory throws new light on the sub ject of the 
use of this tradition in the primitive church. Perhaps 
}?aul employed this tradition as any rabbi would have done 
in his teaching. ' This could also be the wa y it was employed 
in the primitive church before Paul. 
A number of points speak in favor of this possibility. 
Paul's background was that of a Jew zealous for the traditions 
of his fathers. In his letters he con stantly refers to tra-
ditions already transmitted to his congregations. The word 
paradosis and the related terms parad idomi and paralamba no 
are used by Paul in a technical sense to ref er to the content 
6 
of the Christian message. 
Yet all of these points do not prove that Paul used 
l Cor. 15:3b-8 as a mnemonic device. 
One of the problems involved in seeing this segment of 
tradition as part of the early Christian catechism is that 
there is no indication that it fits the pattern of catechet-
ical instruction in the primitive church. Phillip Carrington 
in his book The Primitive Christian Catechism does not include 
in his pattern of the primitive Christian catechism informa-
tion concerning the death, burial, and resurrection of Jesus 
Christ. He finds that the emphasis lies on various exhorta-
tions to a holy and undefiled life. 7 We find none of this in 
6cf. supra, p. 7. 
?Phillip Carrington, The Primitive Chr istia n Catechism 
(Cambridge: The University of Cambridge Press , 1 94 0), pp. 47-
50. 
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1 Cor. 15 :·3b-5 or any of the immediately following verses. 
This does not mean, however, that our section could not have 
been taken from its original context, which might have in-
cluded exhortations. 8 
Conclusions 
It would indeed be foolhardy to draw definite conclusions 
concerning the use of l Cor. 15:3b-S in the primitive church 
on the basis of the above evidence. But the following can be 
said with some degree of certainty. 
Paul himself refers to the contents of our passage as 
"the gospel." He states he delivered this gospel to the 
people of Corinth and they received it (parelabete). We are 
not to think of this receiving and imparting in a mechanistic 
manner. Paralambano and paradidomi must not be misunderstood 
to mean a formal type of imparting and receiving which requires 
no personal involvement. This would be in contradiction to 
Paul's use of the terms as is indicated by Seeburg. He says, 
Paul uses the word paralambanein as a term to refer to 
a spiritual content which anyone receives for his own 
property. One receives the gospel (I Th. 2,13· Gal 1 
2. 12), the p 7rson wh~ch it treats, Christ (Col. 2,5),' 
one receives instructions (I Th. 4 1 1; Phil. 4,9) and 
8
rt is important to note in this connection that this 
swnmary of preaching seems to be meat th 
, n ra er_for people who 
were believers than for those outside the Ch_ r1.stian church. 
The statement reads, "Christ died for 
possibly indicate that this paradosis ~ 5 7ns." This could 
members. - was aimed at church 
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traditions, be they of moral (II Th. 3,6), or be they 
of historical or religious (I Cor. 15,3; 11,23) content. 
Paul never uses the word in the sense of a bare irapart-
ation, to which the receiver could remain ir.d ifferent, 
but instead makes it mean such an i mpartation whose 
content is a personal, applicable possession for the 
one who learns it.9 · 
Paul describes our text as a part of his preaching. It 
is by the imparting of this tradition that t he Corinthians 
came to be believers (verse 2 episteusate--Ingressive Aorist}.10 
This section of 1 Corinthians 15 should be viewed as part of 
the proclamation of St. Paul. It might, along with l Cor. 
11:23-26, have formed part of a book of traditions. Paul 
used this book to bring the gospel to the people in Corinth 
and to instruct them in faith and church life. In so doing, 
he most likely acted similarly to other missionaries of his 
day. 
What we have here in 1 Cor. 15:3b-5 and in 11:23-26 are 
probably only small parts of a larger collection of traditiQns. 
This can be asserted with considerable confidence when it is 
realized that in the epistles Paul always assumes the con-
gregation's awareness of traditions passed on to them when 
he was present with them. 11 It is, therefore, highly 
9Alfred Seeburg, Der Katechismus der Urchristenheit 
(Muenchen: Chr. Kaiser Verlag, 1903), p. 46. 
10
~, par. 33, p. 18. 
llRoma ns seems to be the exception to this rule. But 
even in Romans Paul can assume a com.~on Chri s t ian tra dition. 
This supports the contention that Paul's missionary methods 
were similar to others of his day. 
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significant that in two of the references to tradition which 
he quotes directly he expressly mentions that he received 
them in the chain of tradition. They were not his invention. 
This traditional material12 was received by Paul and used 
by him in his task as a missionary. Ne can determine that it 
contained facts (and interpretation) concerning the life, 
death, and resurrection of Jesus Christ. 
As soon as we determine the formal structure of l Cor. 
15:3b-5 as a tradition of the primitive church from the first 
two decades after the resurrection, we approach another diffi-
culty. The question must be asked: Where did this paradosis 
material come from? Who originally formulated it? Did it 
come from the earliest Christian community in Jerusalem? Is 
it instead a summary of preaching drawn up by Greek-Christians 
in the Hellenistic world? The question of the origin of the 
tradition will be the subject of the fourth chapter. 
12E. G. Selwyn, Tne First Epistle of st. Peter (London: 
Macmillan and Co., 1964), p. 385, asks, "In what form were 
the books which were in use in the church of the first cen-
tury? What were the contents of the library of a settled 
local church or its presbyters, or of the traveling library 
of an evangelist, a prophet, or an Apostle? We may surmise 
that they were of no great quantity; but that they existed is 
clear from the allusions in 2 Tim. 4.13 to "the books" and 
." the parchments, " in I Peter 2 • 6 to a written document per-
haps to "prophets" writings in Romans 16. 26, and to ea;ly 
accounts of our Lord's ministry in St. Luke's Preface 
They are written, moreo:7er, to meet definite needs· • • 
arising at different points in the Church's expansion· 
summaries of the Christian faith, of the Lord's deeds' of 
His teaching, of Christian duty, of liturgical usage,'and 
so on •••• " 
CHAPTER IV 
THE ORIGIN OF l CORINTHIANS 15:3b-5 
Jerusalem as the Origin of the Tradition 
The view that this early Christian tradition originated 
l in Jerusal·em is the one most scholars hold today. 'i'his 
view is based -on a number of evidences which deal with lin-
guistic indications of a Semitic original and with the theo-
logical content of l Cor. 15:3b-5. We begin with the possi-
bility of an Aramaic original. 
This suggestion has been made by Jeremias in his book 
The Eucharistic Words of Jesus. His whole line of argumenta-
tion will be presented here: 
There are, if not strict proofs, at any r a te signs 
that the core of the kerygma is a translation of a 
Semitic original. The evidence is as follows: 
(1) The text contains numerous semitisms: (a) the 
1A. M. Hunter, Paul and His Predecessors (Second edition; 
London: SCM Press, 1961), pp. 117-118. Ilirger Gerha=dsson, 
Memory and ~anuscript (Uppsala: Almquist and Wiksells, 1961), 
p. 297. Hans Joachim Schoeps, Pa ul , translated by Harold 
Knight (Philadelphia: ivestminster Press, 1961), p. 61. John 
Gresham Machen, The Origin of Paul ' s Religion (New Yor k: 
Nacmillan Co., 1925), pp. 76-78. Joachim Jeremias, The 
Eucharistic Words of Jesus, translated from the German by 
Nqrman Perrin (Fourth edition; London: SCM Pre ss, c.19 66), 
pp. 102-103. Eduard Schweizer , "Two New Testament Cre e d s 
Compared," Current Issues in New Testament Interpretat ion, 
edited by w. Klassen and F. Snyder (New York: Harp er and 
Row, 1962), pp. 166-169. Robert Mounce, "Continuity of the 
Primitive Tradition; Some Pre-Pa uline Elements in l Corin-
thians," Interpretation, XIII (1959), 417-424. 
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structure in synthe tic parallel i smus membror~~ •• 
Further indications of a Semitic orig i nal. a re(b) t h e ab-
sence of particles e xc ept kai; the inde p e ndence from the 
LXX of the reference to Isaiah 53 ("for our sin s in 
accordance with the scriptures"); (d) the a d vers ative 
kai at the beginning of the third line (c f . d e, Acts 
13.30); (e) the placing of the ordinal nu.rnb erafter the 
noun in te hemera te trite, which is the only possible 
order in a Semitic language; ( f ) t h e use of the word 
6 phth~ instead of the more natural e phane, which is to 
be exp lained by the fact that He brew ni r ah a nd Aramaic 
ithame have the double meaning 11 he ·was see n" and 11 he 
appeared"; (g) the introduction of the logical subject 
in the dative Kepha after the passive verb, inste ad of 
the expecte d hupo with the genitive. 'rhese semitisms 
show that the ker~gma was formulated in a Jewish-
Christian milieu. 
Hans Conzelmann was not convinced by the argumentation 
?resented by Jeremias. In an article in Evangelische T~eologie 
he takes exception to every point made by him. 3 His basic con-
tention in each instance is that the points made by Jeremias 
do not prove the original Aramaic language of the text. They 
only show Semitic ways of thinking, not translations from a 
Semitic original. The Semitic original of l Cor. l5:3b-5 is 
thus not a proven fact. Jeremias also seems to recognize 
this, for, as he says prior to the above quotation, these are 
not to be taken as strict proofs, but signs. Two objections 
raised by Conzelmann centering around the anarthrous Christos 
and the phrase kata tas graphas, seem to be especially cogent. 
He cites both as Greek-Christian and not Jewish-Christian 
2Jeremias, pp. 102-103. 
3Hans Conzelmann, "Zur Analyse der Bekennt · .&: 
Kor. 15,3-5, 11 Evangelische The ologie , XXV (Ja nis i.ormel I 
1965), 1-11. nuary-February 
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idioms. Jeremias grants the credibility of interpreting 
kata tas graphas this way and states: 
'fhere are some features which do not possess an 
exact Hebrew or Aramaic equivalent, such as kata 
tas graphas, "in accordance with the scriptures," 
and the passive egerthe, "he was raised. 11 There-
fore we cannot say that the kerygma is a translation 
from a Semitic original in its present wording. It 
must have taken the shape it now has in a Greek-
speaking environment. Yet it cannot have originated 
there. With Paul's closing assertion, I Cor. 15.11, 
that his kerygma was identical with that of the first 
apostles, and with the independence from the LXX of 
the reference to Isaiah 53, it is a safe conclusion 
that the core of the kerygma was not formulated by 
Paul, but comes from the Aramaic-speaking earliest 
cornmunity.4 
It is not possible to formulate final conclusions 
about the origin of this tradition on the basis of its 
original language. It appears to contain both Semitic and 
Greek idioms. Other evidence must be produced. To that we 
turn now. 
There are several additional arguments which support 
the view that this tradition finds its origin in Jerusalem. 
The first of these is based on Paul's own statement in verse 
eleven. He says, 11 Therefore whether it be I or they, thus 
we preach and thus you came to believe. 11 The ekeinoi in 
verse eleven must refer back to the individuals named in the 
immediate context. They would be Cephas, the twelve, the 
five hundred brethren, James, and all the apostles. For in 
this context Paul is showing his position as one of those 
4Jeremias, p. 103. 
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who has seen the risen Lord. Paul says that his preaching 
agrees with that of those in the church before him, prin-
cipally Cephas and James. His citation of the tradition is 
meant partly to show the unity he shares with the earlier 
witnesses of the resurrection. Since these are principally 
Jerusalemites, Paul must be citing a tradition from Jerusalem. 
Otherwise it would make little sense in the context of his 
argument. As Gerhardsson says: 
The possibility that he is referring to something h e 
had received from the vague entity usually called 11 the 
Hellenistic community" is equally improbable. It is 
quite out of the question that Paul would have recog-
nized such an unqualified body as "die hellenistische 
Gemeinde 11 to be capable of delivering a trad ition 
which he--as an Apostle--could call authoritative 
paradosis.5 
The entire context of the paradosis weighs in favor of 
finding its origin in Jerusalem. Paul is arguing that his 
preaching is the same as that of the first Apostles. He is 
concerned that his preaching of the cross and resurrection 
be presented to the Corinthians as identical with that of 
the primitive church in Jerusalem. This is continually a 
concern of Paul. It is important for Paul that he can say 
in Galatians 2:7 that the Apostles in Jerusalem gave their 
approval to his ministry among the Gentiles. That his gospel 
is the same as theirs is the concern of Paul in 1 Cor. 15:1-11. 
For this reason he cites a tradition which was drawn up by the 
leaders of the congregation in Jerusalem. 
5Gerhardsson, p. 297. 
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Another related reason is the mention of Cephas6 and 
the twelve. Cephas looms large in the early church. He was 
the leader of the circle of disciples who followed Jesus. He 
delivered the first sermon of Pentecost in Jerusalem (Acts 2). 
"The twelve" is a designation of the group of disciples called 
by Jesus himself and sent out by him to be his witnesses. 
They, too, are based in Jerusalem (Acts 1:4, 2:5, 6:7). The 
individual witness mentioned in verse 7 is James, one of the 
leaders of church in Jerusalem (Gal. 2:9,12; Acts 15:13). 
The double reference to the Old Testament Scriptures is 
another argument for the origin of. l Cor. 15:3b-5 in Jerusalem. 
Jesus' death and resurrection as the fulfillment of the Old 
Testament Scriptures is what we would expect as an emphasis 
of the Jewish-Christian community in Jerusalem. Eduard 
Schweizer has made a valuable contribution to the problem of 
the origin of l Cor. 15:3b-5. He has compared this tradition 
with the creed of l Timothy 3:16. He says, 
Both creeds stress the uniqueness of Jesus Christ. 
The first does it in terms of time and history--
he is the eschatological fulfiller of God's He ils-
geschichte. The second does the same in terms of 
space; he is the heavenly Lord in whom heaven and 
earth are reunited. The first creed speaks in the 
Palestinian-Jewish terms of incarnation and exaltation. 
Much more important, however, these creeds answer two 
quite different questions. The first answers the 
6The Aramaic name Cephas used in l Cor. 15:5 does not 
give any support to the theory that Jerusalem is the origin 
of the paradosis. This is Paul's usual designation for Peter 
(I Cor. 1:12; 3:22; 9:5; Gal. 1:18; 2:9,11,14). Only in Gal. 
2:7,8 does Paul use the name Peter. 
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problem of the Palestinian Jew: How may I get rid of 
my sins, how shall I get t hrough doomsday: The second 
answers the Hellenistic question: How may I be freed 
from the powers of a blind fa te?7 
The several arguments cited above once again must be 
viewed together in order to sta nd as weighty evidence. None 
of them alone proves that this tradition originated in Jerusa-
lem. But when they are viewed together, t h ey do present a 
sound case for the theory. But before a conclusion is 
reached, the arguments for a Hellenistic-Christian8 origin 
must be considered. 
Hellenistic Christianity as the Origin of the Tradition 
The arguments which have been posed for the origin of 
this paradosis in the Hellenistic -community are not as numer-
ous as those for the origin in Jerusalem. These arguments are 
sponsored chiefly by Wilhelm Heitmueller, 9 Martin Dibelius,10 
7schweizer, pp. 171-172. 
8Hellenistic Christianity in this paper is meant to 
refer to the non-Je\·1ish, Greek speaking Christians who lived 
outside of Jerusalem. It was among Hellenistic Christian 
churches that Paul carried out his work. 
9
"zum Problem Paulus und Jesus," Das Paulusbild in der 
Neueren Deutschen Forschung, edited by Karl Heinrich 
Rengstorf (Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche Buch-gesellschaft, 
1964), pp. 124-143. 
1
°From Tradition to Gospel, translated from the Second 
Revised Edition by B~rtram Lee Woolf (New York: Charles 
Scribner's Sons, 1965), p. 29. 
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Wilhelm Bousset,11 and Rudolf Bultmann. 12 
One of the questions raised against the theory that 
1 Corinthians 15:3b-5 originated in Jerusalem is the fact 
that there appears to be no literary unity between this 
tradition and that of the early speeches of Acts. Dibelius 
says, 
And further, if the development of the tradition had 
been so uniform that Christian preaching had everywhere 
employed the same formulation of the message, we should 
discover literary traces of this uniformity. Instead 
of this, however, we meet with significa nt and striking 
differences. The message found in I Cor. 15 regards the 
appearance of Jesus to Cephas as the first, and as 
fundamental for the Easter faith. It is this very 
appearance which, as is well knm-m, is not recorded 
in the synoptics. The mention of the burial of Jesus 
(I Cor. 15) which had already become part of the 
message, and thereby, so to say, one of the acts of 
salvation, is lacking in the speeches of Acts, with the 
exception of Acts 13.13 
The point Dibelius makes in reference to the speeches of 
Acts is a valid one. The burial of Christ is not mentioned 
until the thirteenth chapter of Acts. The resurrection of 
Christ on the ·third day is not an element of the early 
speeches in Acts. The sacrificial understanding of Jesus' 
death is nowhere directly mentioned in the proclamation of 
Acts. The idea of death and resurrection is set in a 
polemical context in the sermons of Acts. 
llKurios Christos (Goettingen: Vandenhoeck and Ruprecht, 
1965), p. 76. 
12Theology of the New Testament, I, translated from the 
German by Kendrick Grebel (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 
1951), p. 296. 
13Dibelius, p. 20. 
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And yet, while there are differences between t he summary 
of 1 Cor. 15:3b-5 and the speeches of Acts, there are also a 
great number of similarities. Both emphasize the fulfillment 
of the will of God as foretold in the Scriptures in the death 
and resurrection of Jesus Christ. 1 Cor. 15:3b-5 does this 
by the repetition of the phrase kat a tas graphas in two o f the 
four lines of the paradosis. The early spee ches of Acts 
repeatedly mention "the definite plan and foreknowledge of 
God," "all that God spoke by the mouth of Hi s holy prophets 
from of old," or something similar (2:23; 3:18,21-26; 4:25; 
7:2-50,51). 
In both the early sermons of Acts and 1 Cor. 15:3b-5 the 
forgiveness of sins in Jesus Christ is emphasized. It is ex-
plicitly mentioned in Acts 2:38, 3:19, and 5:32. Peter tells 
the crowd in the second chapter of Acts when they ask what to 
do, 11 Repent, and be baptized every one of you in the name of 
Jesus Christ for the forgiveness of your sins; and you shall 
receive the gift of the Holy Spirit." Stress is placed on 
baptism in the name of Jesus Christ. It is he who has gained 
the forgiveness of sins for the people. 
There is also a possibility that the ebed Yahweh is a 
theme in both places. The servant of God is not mentioned in 
1 Corinthians. But the sacrificial death of Isaiah 53 is 
certainly present in the statement of 15:3, "Christ died for 
our sins according to the scriptur.es." We find the mention 
of the servant of God in Acts 4:25,27,30. The term is not 
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used in these verses to show the sacrificial aspect of 
Christ's death, but it does seem highly probable that the 
ebed Yahweh is in the background of the thought, since Acts 
8:35 applies Isaiah 53 to Jesus Christ. Is it not conceivable 
that the rest of the chapter of Isaiah (including t he sacri-
ficial death) was also applied to Christ by the community at 
Jerusalem? The reference in Acts 10:39 ("They put him to 
death by hanging him on a tree;") to Deut. 21:22 may be a n 
allusion to the thought which lies behind Gal. 3:13, "Christ 
redeemed us from the law, having become a curse for us •••• " 
The reference in Acts may be an early allusion to the sacri-
ficial death of Christ. 
The theme of the resurrection is also very prominent in 
the book of Acts. The fact that it was God who raised Jesus 
from the dead (emphasized by the passive egegertai in 1 Cor. 
15:4) is mentioned also in the early speeches of Acts (2:24, 
3:26, 4:10, 10:40). 
Christos is used in the church of Jerusalem not as a 
proper name, but, as in 1 Cor. 15:3b-5, as a title. In Acts 
3:20 Peter says, "and that he may send the Christ appointed 
for you, Jesus. • • • 11 
The disciples are considered witnesses to the resurrection 
in both 1 Cor. 15:3b-5 and the early speeches of Acts. Peter 
tells the crowd in Acts 2:32, "This Jesus God raised up, and 
of that we all are witnesses." The idea that t he disciples 
are witnesses to the resurrection is also found in Acts 4:33, 
5:32, and 1:22. 
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The importance of the number twelve is obvious in 
1 Cor. 15 and in Acts 1, where the disciples decide to 
elect another witness to the resurrection to take Judas' place 
and complete the number twelve. Cephas is of importance in 
both l Car. 15 and in Acts. 
Th f d . . 14 h" h d . t' ' e ew iscrepancies w ic o exis oetween tne 
sermons in Acts and the tradition of l Cor. 15:3b-S may be 
explained in one of two ways: 
In the first place, there were different audiences. 
Paul was writing to people who lived in Corinth, while the 
disciples were preaching to the Jews in Jerusalem. The Jews 
of Jerusalem needed to be convicted of the death of Christ 
before they could repent and receive the forgiveness of sins 
earned for them by Jesus Christ. The proclamation which Paul 
received was meant not to convict its hearers of their part 
in the death of Jesus Christ, but to tell them of the forgive-
ness of sins he had gained for them in his death. There is 
no polemical tone in l Cor. 15:3b-S. This could account for 
some of the differences between the paradosis and the proclama-
tion of Acts. 15 
14cf. supra, p. 29. 
lSThe tradition in l Cor. 15 must not have been 
meant for Jerusalem Jews in its original context either. This do t 
th t · t ld t h · · ~ · es no rne
1
an • a tih co1;1t no ~vt~ orifginate a i n Jerusalem. It sim-
P y means at i was w7i ~en or other audiences tha n the 
Jehws ~tt ~erusale~. blif it~ wta~ part of a book of traditions 
t en i is conceiva e na it was drawn up for G t , 1 ' 
en l. es. 
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A further point requires exploration. The sermons of 
Acts were recorded by Luke. He is the author of this book 
and the question must always be asked: How great a part did 
Luke play in fashioning the theology of the Book of Acts? 
Because Luke is the final author of Acts, it is difficult to 
use the sermons in Acts as a conclusive standard by which the 
preaching of the church in Jerusalem is to be judged. 
We conclude that the literary disparity between the tra-
dition in 1 Cor. 15 and the sermons in Acts is not a conclusive 
argument which proves that the paradosis could not have orig-
inated in Jerusalem. 
Another argument for the Hellenistic-Christian origin of 
this segment of tradition is the fact that Paul attached him-
self to Hellenistic churches after his conversion. Dibelius 
states, 
But the researches of the last few years ••• have 
shown that in the case of what Paul "received" it was 
not the primitive Church which gave, but rather the 
circle of Hellenistic churches to which Paul attached 
himself when he became a Christian, and which trans-
mitted to him both the Christian tradition and the 
call to be a Christian missionary.16 
It is true that Paul attached himself to Hellenistic 
churches after he became a missionary. He was a missionary 
to the Gentiles (Gal. 2:2,8). But this does not necessarily 
mean that the traditions he received were transmitted to him 
from these Hellenistic churches. We have no evidence to 
16
oibelius, p. 18, n. 2. 
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support the theory that Paul derived most of his theology from 
the Hellenistic churches. Why could it not just as well have 
been the other way around? Schoeps argues for this interpre-
tation, 
I think rather that the position which the sources 
indicate is in f act to be interpreted conversely: 
it was not Paul who was dependent on a special · 
Hellenistic tradition, but the latter which is to be 
derived from him, inasmuch as he, the Jewish Christian, 
became the spokesman of the Greek Christians, a nd ~y 
his own interpretations of the post-messianic situation 
has conveyed to us not only the catchwords of these 
communities but also highly important descriptions of 
their position in the critical age between the resur-
rection and the parousia.17 
The above argument that Paul was dependent upon the 
Hellenistic community for ·the Christian tradition is based 
on an assumption common several decades ago among New Testa-
ment scholars, that the major influence on the theology of 
Paul was Hellenistic Christianity. \vith this basic viewpoint, 
it was then relatively easy to assert that Paul received the 
paradosis from the Hellenistic circle of congregations and that 
it was representative of their theology. But today such a 
. basic assumption of the Hellenistic influence on Paul cannot 
be asserted. With the discovery of the Qurnran Scrolls and the 
closer examination of rabbinic materials has come the under-
standing that Paul is to be viewed against his background as 
a Pharisaic Jew. 18 For this reason the Hellenistic assumption 
17 Schoeps, p. 63. 
1 8w. D. Davies, Paul and Rabbinic Judaism (London: SPCK, 
1948); Gerhardsson, Memory and Manuscrip t; Hans Joachim 
Schoeps, ~ all contend for this position. 
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must be seriously questioned. 
Dibelius and Bousset both argue that the start of 
Paul's mission to the Gentiles was not Jerusalem but Antioch. 
Therefore, anything he received for his missionary work would 
have been given to him at this time. Dibelius says, 
We learn that even Paul himself received this formula 
possibly when he became a Christian or at lates t when 
he became a missionary, i.e . in the thirties of the 
first century and in Damascus or in Syrian Antioch. 
Even these Hellenistic churches apparently handed on 
to their new converts or to the missionaries whom they 
sent out a short outline or summary of the Christian 
message, a formula which reminded the young Christian 
of his faith and which gave a -teache r of this faith 
guidance for his instruction •••• 19 
It is, of course, possible that Paul could have received 
this paradosis along with others in Antioch o"r Damascus. But 
this does not settle the question of the origin of the tradi-
tion. Where Paul received the tradition and where it origi-
nally came from are two different questions. If Paul received 
this tradition from Hellenists who originated it, why does it 
betray so much of the Jewish-Palestinian understanding of the 
· . . h . d. d b ? 20 Christ event as Scnweizer as 1.n 1.cate a ove. Why do we 
not find more mystery elements which the Hellenists would have 
accented? Hunter puts this in a negative wa y, 
Nor again (to carry the exchange into Bousset's own 
camp) do I think this is quite the kind of gospel 
summary likely to have been drawn up by Hellenists 
who had transmogrified Christianity into a full-blown 
19Dibelius, p. 19. 
20cf. supra, p. 27. 
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mystery cult--a cult for which the Christ of tradi-
tional dogma became a "generalized blend of Attis 
Osiris, and Mithras, wearing as a not-too-well fi~ting 
mask the features of Jesus of Nazareth. 11 21 
We have in 1 Cor. 15:3b-5 not a summary of Hellenistic 
theology, but a tradition which the Jerusalem Christians 
composed as a summary of their proclamation of the Christ 
event. This summary along with others (1 Cor. 11:23-26) .) was 
given to Paul sometime after his conversion. 22 
21 
-Hunter, p. 17. 
22It . . . bl . h t . t h d is impossi e to assert wit cer ain y were an 
when Paul received this paradosis. Dodd believes he received 
it in Jerusalem when he consulted with Peter and James (Gal. 
1: 18-19) • He says, "Nhen did Paul 'receive' the tradition of 
the death and resurrection of Christ? His conversion can, 
on his own showing, be dated not later than about A.D. 33-34. 
His first visit to Jerusalem was three years after this 
(possibly just over two years on our exclusive reckoning); 
at the utmost, therefore, not more than.-:seven years after 
the Crucifixion. At that time he stayed with Peter for a 
fortnight and we may presume they did not spend all the time 
talking about the weather." Charles Harold Dodd, The Apostolic 
Preaching and Its Development (London: Hodder and Stoughton, 
1951), p. 16. For further insight concerning this meeting 
between Peter, James, and Paul, cf. G.D. Kilpatrick, "Gala-
tians 1:18 Histor;sai Kiphan, 11 in New Testament Essays, edited 
by A. J. B. Higgens (Manchester: The University Press, c.1959), 
pp. 144-149. In this article Kilpatrick interprets historesai 
Kephan "to get inf ormation from Cephas." 
Dodd's opinion is not conclusive enough to prove that 
Paul rP.ceived this tradition in Jerusalem. He could have 
received it when he was baptized in Damascus. He must have 
received its contents in Damascus immediately after his con-
version. Otherwise, how could he have "proved Jesus was the 
Christ" (Acts 9:22)? 
CHAPTER V 
PAUL I S PURPOSE I N CIT I NG THIS TRJ\DITION 
A number of theories have been posited by scholars in 
an attempt to classify Paul's opponents at Corinth u nder a 
single category. Baur, Lutgert, Schmithals have viewed the 
dissenters of Corinth as Gnostics. Schoeps has seen them 
as Judaizers, and Reicke has viewed them as Judaizin g 
Gnostics. This continuing debate has l e d Hurd to conclude: 
"At present scholarly opinion appears to be at some thing of 
a stalemate on the subject of t he larger back ground of t h e 
Corinthian situation. 111 It is not the p urpose of t his paper 
to delve into the va rious theories of t he background of 
1 Corinthians. This topic will be considered only as it 
relates to 1 Cor. 15. However, the following facts are 
pertinent: 
1. There was a denial of the gene ral resurrection in 
Corinth. Paul specifically says in verse 12, 11But 
if Christ is preached as raised from the d ead, how 
can some of you say that there is no resurrection 
of the dead?" In some way or another certain mem-
bers of the Corinthian congregation had d e nied the 
resurrection of the dead. Apparently they did not 
lJohn Collidge Hurd, The Origin o f I Corin t hians 
(New York: The Seabury Pres s , 1965), p. 1 07. 
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deny the resurrection of Jesus Christ, only the 
general resurrection. To show their error, Paul 
points out in l Corinthians 15 that the general 
resurrection is tied indissolubly to the resur-
rection of Jesus Christ. The resurrection of the 
Corinthians is dependent on Christ's resurrection. 
If Christ is not raised, then the Christian pro-
clamation is in vain as is the faith of the 
Corinthians (15:14). In this way Paul proceeds to 
show that the resurrection of Jesus Christ is an 
essential part of the proclamation of the gospel~ 
To deny the general resurrection is thus to deny 
the resurrection of Jesus Christ and thereby to 
remove the keystone· of the Christian proclamation. 
Seeburg puts it thus: 
the intention which verses 1-11 serve s, 
namely to bring the reader to the awareness 
that the resurrection of Jesus a s a compo-
nent of the Gospe l is an incontestable basic 
truth of Christianity.2 
The denial of the general resurrection means 
ultimately a denial of the gospel. 
2. Paul is attempting here to show that the gospel 
preached by him was not one that he had made up or 
originated, but was founded on a tradition handed 
down by the Apostles in Jerusalem. He stood in 
2Alfred Seeburg, De r Kat e chismus der Urchristenheit 
(Muenchen: Chr. Kaiser Verlag, 1903), p. 47. 
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succession to them. He was no innovator in regards 
to his preaching of the death and resurrection of 
Jesus Christ. He says this in verse eleven, 
"Whether then it was I or they, so we preach and 
so you believed." The actual quotation of a tra-
dition of the primitive church in Jerusalem verifies 
his claim. 
Paul's purpose in citing the tradition of 
l Cor. 15:3b-5 was not to prove the resurrection of 
Jesus Christ, 3 but instead to show the Corinthians 
that the resurrection of Jesus Christ is inseparably 
linked with the genera.l resurrection of the dead. 
To deny one is to deny the other. 
3as Rudolf Bultmann interprets in Kerygma and Myth, 
edited by Hans Werner Bartsch (New York: Harper and Row, 
1961), p. · 39. 
CHAPTER VI 
THE EXTEN'.r OP THE PARJ\.DOSIS 
The Parados is Begins in Verse Thre e. 
It is relatively easy to determine the beginn ing of t he 
formula St. Paul is quoting here. It be gins in t h e second 
half of verse 3 with t he first occurrence of the hoti. 
" Ho t i, 'that,' given four times , is tantamount to q uotation 
1 
mark s, and suggests a formula." The general introduction 
of the formula is all of verses 1 and 2 but the spe cific 
introduction is found in the words pared oka gar h urnin en 
protois, ho kai parelabon. There is no disagreement among 
scholars concerning the beginning of the formula. There is 
however difference of opinion as to where the formula ends. 
The majority of scholars see it ending after the d odeka of 
verse s. 2 But several New Testament exegetes have lately 
posited the possibility that this formula may extend as far 
~A. M. Hunter, Paul and His Predecessors (Second e d ition; 
London: SCM Press, 1961), p. 15. F. Blass , A. Debrunner, 
Robert Punk, A Greek Grammar of the New Te s tament (Chicago: 
The University of Chicago Pre ss, c.1961) calls this a hoti 
recitativum, Par. 397 (S), p. 205. 
2Joachim Jeremias, The Eucharistic Words of Jesus, 
translated by Norman Perrin from t he Ge rman (Fourth edition; 
London: SCM Press, c.1966), p. 102. Hunter, p . 18. Eduard 
Schweizer, "Two New Testament Creeds Comoa r c d ," Cur rent 
Issues in New Testament I n ter pret a t ion , ~d i ted b y {,r. Klassen 
and F. Snyder (New York: Harper and Row, c.1962), pp. 165-
170. 
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as ·verse 7. 3 T:ie arguments for the former of t hese two 
views will be considered first. 
Reasons for Ending the Paradosis at Verse Five 
The most common reason given for seeing t he ending of 
the quoted formula at verse 5 is a syntactical a nd lin-
guistic one. There is a definite break betwee n verses 5 
and 6. For one thing, verse 6 begins with epeita instead 
of hoti. Verse 6 is no longer dependent on the first half of 
verse 3 as are 3b, 4, and 5. An i ndependent construction is 
, begun at this point through the repetition of o pht he . 
Not only is there a break in syntax betwee n ve rses 5 
and 6, but there is also a loss of rhythm from verse 6 o nward. 
The steady repetition of the hoti and the parallelismus mem-
brorum do not continue with verse 6 and following. The whole 
rhythm of the formula is lost. 
For these two reasons, the majority of scholars posit 
that the pre-Pauline formula comes to an end after verse 5. 
But these two reasons are not as sound as they seem to 
be at first glance. For one thing, linguistic grounds alone 
are not enoug~ to prove that the end of the formula occurs 
after verse 5. Barnrnel says the break between verse 5 and 6 
is not deep enough to serve as an unequivocal criterion. He 
3Ernst Bamrnel, "Herkunft und Funktion der Traditions-
element in I I<or 15:1-11, 11 Theologische Zeitschrift, XI 
(November-December 1955) 401-419. P. Winter, 11 I Corinthians 
15: 3b-7, 11 Novum Testamentum, II. (February 1957), 142-150. 
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sees a similar construction in 1 Thess. 4:15-17, where the 
occurrence of an epeita does not indicate a break from a 
- 1 h h . t· 4 rormu ate aut or is quo ing. This is a good point but it 
must not be pressed too far because of the different nature 
of the two passages. In 1 Cor. 15:3b-5 we have a series of 
parallel statements establishing a type of rhythmic pattern 
while 1 Thess. 4:15-17 does not leave this impression at all. 
The argument of the parallel members also pre·sents a 
problem.· The fourth line o f the quotation is not exactly 
parallel to the second. In the second line we have the 
statement kai hoti etaphe, while the fourth line reads kai 
hoti ophthe kepha, eita tois dodeka. The fourth line does 
not balance with the second line as does the first with the 
third. This has caused Boers to comment: 
If it had been built ·up as formally parallel as he 
(Jeremias) thinks, the longer Kipha, eita tois d6deka 
in the second shorter hoti sentence would have been dis-
turbing. Ophthe on th~ other hand, might have been too 
abrupt an tt15s·crcrct ending, but one may ask whether it 
had not originally ended with K§pha .5 
For the quotation to be perfectly parallel, it would have to 
end with ophthe. But as Boers says, this would make little 
sense. All of. this shows that the assumption of scholars on 
the extent of this tradition is not as sound as it might at 
first appear. 
4 Bammel, p. 401. 
5Hendrikus i-vouterus Boers, The Diversity of New Testament 
Christological Concepts and the Confession o f Faith (Unpub-
lished Doctoral Dissertation, H.heinische Friedrich-Wilhelms-
Universitat, Bonn, 1962), p. 108. 
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Reasons for Ending the Paradosis at Verse Seven 
Ernst Bammel also has questioned the assumption that 
the traditional formula of 1 Cor. 15 ends at ve rses. He 
follows the theory that Paul is here combining two separate 
traditions conc~rning the resurrection appearances. The 
first ends at the close of verse 5 and is basically a Petrine 
tradition. The second is found in verse 7 and represents a 
Jacobine tradition of resurrection appearances. The two 
have been combined by Paul and, therefore, the tradition he 
received extends to more than just verse 5; it includes 
verse 7 at least, even though this is a separate t radition. 6 . 
The theory of Bammel does merit more consideration. It 
seems possible that there could be trad itional material in 
verse 6 and especially verse 7. 7 For in verse 7 we find an 
almost exact parallel to verse 5. This in itself calls for 
more examination and consideration. If the argument is made 
6 Barnrnel, p. 408. 
7winter's theory (cf. supra, p. 40, n. 3) is that thare 
are two separate and parallel traditions o f resurrection 
appearances in verses 5-7. He reads eita tois a postolois 
pasin as a combination of the two orig inally separate clauses 
eita tois apostolois kai pasin tois adelphois. The two 
parallel traditions then appear: 
Cephas 
The Twelve 
James 
The Apostles 
Over 500 Brethren All the B~ethren 
However, Winter refutes his own argument whe r1 he says that 
there is no textual evidence for his c onj ecture and can be 
none. His argument must remain pure conjecture. 
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that the parallelism ends in verse S, then it can !:)e shown 
that the possibility of parallelism exists in verse 7. It 
is obvious that Paul's remark about Christ's appearance to 
himself cannot be a part of what he received. It also appears 
that the latter half of verse 6 is a parenthetical remark by 
the Apostle to verify the witness of the resurrection. As 
Hunter says, 
"of whom the greater part remain until now, but some 
are fallen asleep" is a parenthesis inserted by Paul 
to underline the good attestation of this appearance. 
".Most of these five hundred, 11 he advises the Corinth-
ian sceptics, "are still living. If you doubt my word, 
ask them. n8 
Is it not possible on the basis of parallelism to take the 
rest of the phrases in this section as part of the tradi-
tion which Paul received? If he received these traditions 
at Jerusalem (as we have argued above) then he could have 
received there from Peter as well as James the traditions con-
cerning the resurrection appearances to James and all the 
apostles. 
Dodd argues that if the list of appearances was not a 
part of the tradition, then Paul was exposing his flank to 
his critics who would have been happy to point to any flaw in 
his credentials or in his presentation of the common tradition.9 
8 Hunter, p. 16. 
9
cha~les H. Do~d~ ~The Appearances of. the Risen Christ: 
A~ Essay in Forz:i-cr1.t1c1sm of ~he, Gospels, 11 in ~dies in 
tne Gospels, edited by D. E. N1.nenam (Oxford: Basil Bl-ck 11 1955), p. 27. °' we , 
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If all this is true, then the forr.mla would read: 
"Christ died for our sins according to the scriptures, 
He was buried, 
He was raised on the third day according to the scriptures, 
He was seen by Cephas, then the twelve. 
Then He was seen by more than 500 brothers at once. 
Then He was seen by James, then by all the apostles 
The above is suggested only as a possibility and not as a 
firm conclusion. The inclusion of the appearances of the 
resurrected Christ into the tradition which Paul received is 
something which should be re-examined. In some way Paul 
received all of these traditions, since they tell of events 
in which he was not personally involved. Is it not reasonable 
to think that he received them all at the same time and is 
here listing them all as authoritative witnesses to the 
resurrection? For the reality of the resurrection of Jesus 
Christ is the point Paul is trying to make in this context. 
The witnesses to the resurrection, then, are of utmost im-
portance for his argument. 
CHAPTER VII 
INDIVIDUAL PHIU\.SES OF THE PA!l.~DOSIS 
"Christ died for our sins" 
This statement of the paradosis falls under the category 
of what St. Paul "received," and therefore must be regarded 
as pre-Pauline. Paul in this sentence sets forth two thoughts: 
one is historical--the death of the Christ; the second is the 
interpretation of faith-- 11 for our sins." The interpretation 
as well as the fact of history belong to what Paul "received." 
We are not to understand huper ton hamartion with Johannes 
Weiss as a Haggadic addition by Paul to the primitive tradi-
t . 1 ion. The fact that harnartia in the plural is unPauline 
excludes the possibility that this cquld be a Pauline addi-
tion. It must be taken as a part of the pre-Pauline tradi-
tion. This indicates that the death of Christ was already 
understood and proclaimed as sacrificial by the primitive 
community in Jerusalem. 
It is also significant that the term "our" is used. This 
seems to be an inclusive term meant for those who were already 
a part of the circle of believers. It could be an ex9ression 
of unity by the Jerusalem congregation here applied to the 
Gentiles; or it could indicate that ·. it was employed by Paul 
-~ . . . 
1Johannes Weiss, Der Erste Korintherbrie f (Goettingen: 
Vandenhoeck and Rupprecnt, 1910), p. 3~8. 
) 
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as instruction of those who had already come to faith. How-
ever it was meant, it is an inclusive term. 
The Title Christos 
In l Cor. 15:3b we have the title Christ without the 
article and without the name Jesus either before or after it. 
The Greek Christos is a translation of t~e Hebrew mashiach , 
meaning 11 anointed one." 
This is not a proper name here, but a title. For as 
Cullmann points out, the original Palestinian church did not 
use this term as a proper name, but as a title with all the 
2 
connotations of Old Testament Messiahship as a background. 
Acts 3:20 is a good example of this. 
In l Cor. 15:3b we see the primitive com.munity expressing 
its faith that Jesus of Nazareth was none other than the 
Messiah of Jewish expectations. "The deep meaning of the 
Davidic rule was fulfilled in the kingship which Jesus exer-
cised when he was exalted to the right hand of God. There he 
3 
achieved the goal of the Israelite monarchy." 
The primitive church here defines the role of the 
expected Messiah not as that of a political king, but one 
who dies for the sins of others, who is buried, and who is 
2oscar C~llmann, The Christology of the New Testament, 
translated from the German by Shirley Guth rie (Revised edition; 
Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1963) p. 13·1. 
3 rbid. 
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raised by God on the third day, and who is seen by his 
disci?les in proof of his resurrection. We have then here 
two concepts of the work of Jesus blended--that of the 
Messiah and of the Servant of God. 
"For Our Sins" 
That the sacrificial aspect of Christ's death is a 
genuine part of the paradosis and not a Pauline addition 
has been argued above. 4 Weiss is in error when he states 
that the phrase huper ton hamartion did not belong to this 
tradition. 
"According to the Scriptures" 
This phrase will be dealt with in three parts. First, 
the meaning of the phrase by itself will be considered; 
second, its relationship to the atoning death of Christ will 
be explored; and third, its relationship to the resurrection 
on the third day will be dealt with. 
Kata tas Graphas (1) 
Kata tas graphas is found in the Pauline corpus only in 
1 Cor. 15:3 and 4. This particular expression is found 
nowhere else in the New Testament. Graphe in the singular 
is used with kata in James 2:8, but this is the closest one 
4 Supra, p. 45. 
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can come to a paralle_ in the New Testament. 
The use o f the plural g r aphas does not refer to a single 
passage, but to the Scriptures as a who le . Schr enk, after a 
study of t he relevant passa ges concl ude s, 
all 
act 
a nd 
and 
point in the same direction; t hey link the s a ving 
of Christ, His suffer ing , death a nd r e sur rect ion , 
the Gospe l i n general, wi th all the OT Scriptures 
their prophe tic witness.s 
It is wrong to take ka t a t a s g r apha s to mean primarily 
individual proof passages from the Old Testament. 1·1hether t he 
ph rase may secondarily re f er to i ndividual texts will be dis-
cussed later. 
The importance of the idea of fulfillme n t of t he 
Scrip tures for the early church c a n clearly be seen by the 
repetition of the phrase "according to t he Scriptures" in 
the tradition of l Cor. 15. For wh en t he c h urch stated that 
the events of the sacrificial death and t he resurrection of 
the Christ on the third day were t he fulfillment of the 
promises of God in the Scriptures, she was seeing them as the 
goal of Heilsge schichte. The fulfillment of all God's prom-
ises was before her eyes in the person of Jesus Christ. The 
consummation of what God had intended from the b e ginning and 
had carried through in his historical activity in Israel was 
for her a present reality. The eschaton had arrived. Hunter 
5Gottlob Schrenk, " grapho," Vol . I i~ Theolog ical Dic-
tionary of the New TestamenE;-ed i ted by G.;;:c!1a:cd Kittel, trans-
lated by Geoffrey w. Bromiley (Grand Rap i ds: 1·?m. B. Eerdmans, 
c.1964), p. 752. Hereafter refer red to a s T~NT . 
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puts it, 
The e arly Christia n messa ge wa s set in a framework of 
"realized eschat o l o gy." The f ul f illmen t o f proph ecy 
means t hat t he Day of t he Lord o f wh i c h t he Ol d Te s t -
ament prop hets ha d d reamed and prophesied is now be come 
a n actuality. In the life, death, a nd resurrection of 
Jesus, and in the outpouring o f t he Spi rit, the new era 
has dawned and Christians are already "tasti ng the powers 
of the age to come.~6 
Kata tas Gra phas (2) 
When Paul says that Christ "died for our sins according 
to the Scriptures," was it the Old Testament in general t o 
which he referred, or to passages in particular? As sta ted 
above, the reference with the plural graphas must be taken 
primarily in the sense of the whole of the Old Testament wit-
ness. In a secondary sense, it can possibly be taken as a 
reference to a particular passage. The one (in fact t he only 
one) which has been suggested is found in Isaiah 53:12. It 
reads in the Septuagint, dia tas hamartias a uton paredothe. 
Because of the similarity to the phrase in our text huper 
ton hamartion, scholars have seen a refe rence b y t h is pre-
Pauline paradosis to this specific passage of the Old Testa-
ment. For it is only there in the Old Testament that we find 
a trace of the idea of the one suffering for the many. And it 
is only there that suffering and death are posit~d of the 
Messiah. So this naturally would be the big c hapter in the 
6A. M. Hunter, Paul and His Predecessor s (Second revised 
edition; London: SCH Press, 1961), p. 18 . 
) 
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Old Testament for the New Testament preachers who ·wanted to 
prove that the atoning death of Christ was not a repudiation 
of his Hessianic claim, but that it was a ful fillment of it 
and that he died as a sacrifice for others in accord ance with 
Isaiah 53. Barnabas Lindars says, 
The very pr imitive allusions whi ch we have just 
noticed to t he l e ad ing idea of t he prophe c y ind ica te 
that the whole passage Isa . 52.13-53 . 12 was acce pted 
by the first Christians as a prophet ic account of what 
had hap pened to Jesus, his sufferings , d eat h and ex-
altation. It i s all ready to a n s wer t he question, when 
posed by hostile critics, Why did God a l l ow Jes us to 
die, if he is the Lord's Christ? It is because he was 
foreordaine d to fulfil the mission of t he Servant. 
Such an answer, rely ing on the r e levance of t he passage 
as a whole, is consistent with the earliest phase of 
the Church's thought. • • • 7 
Without a doubt there is an allusion in t he p hrase 
kata tas graphas as it is applied to the sacrifi cial death 
of Christ to the divine necessity that Jesus Christ suffer 
and die. But the question is still debated whether the author 
of 1 Cor. 15:3b had the specific passage of Isaiah 53 in mind 
or not. Jeremias wonders why such an assumption was ever 
questioned. He says, 
The archaic confession , I Cor. 15.3, shows where the 
answer was found: "Christ died for our sins according 
to the Scriptures." The phrase "for our sins" implies 
that his death was a vicarious one, wh ich "according to 
the Scripture s" backs this interpretat ion of Jes~s' 
death with Isa. 53--it is the only chapter in the Old 
Testament that contains a statement corresponding to 
"he died for our sins." It will always remain difficult 
?Barnabas Lindars, New Te stament Apologeti c (Phila-
delphia: Westminster Press, c.1961), p. 79. 
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for me to unde rsta nd how i t could have been doubted 
that I Cor. 15.3 alludes to Isa. 53.8 
It is surely a powerful argument t hat Isaiah 53 is t he o nly 
chapter in t he Old Testame nt t hat con t a ins a statement cor-
responding to "he died for our sins." This is why one is 
almost compelled to see in this ve rse an allusion to 
Isaiah 53. 9 
J e an Hering , who takes a dif fering point of view here, 
sees three separa te stages in the deve lopment of scriptura l 
proof for the 1·1essia h' s dea th. The first stage was simply 
that the i'-'lessiah' s death conforms to t he divine p lan. At 
the second stage Christians held the convict i on t hat it must 
be in accordance with the Scriptures, and the final stage 
involved a groping for precise texts. I Cor. 15:3 and 4 
belong to the second stage. 10 This classifica tion, however, 
is too simple. It seems impossible that New Testa ment prea chers 
could have used the phrase k a ta t a s g r a ? has (or its equivalent) 
before Jewish audiences concerning the scandalous death of 
8Joachim J e remias, The Central Mes sage of t he New Testa-
ment (New York: Charles Scribners Sons, c.19 65), p. 39. 
9Hans Conzelmann, "Zur Analyse d e r Be kenntnisforme l 
I Corinthianer 15:3-5," Eva ngelische Theologie , XXV 
(January-February 1965), p. 5, points out t h at allusions 
to Old Testame nt passages concerning the death o f Christ 
were common in the early church. 
10Jean Hering, The Fir st Er ist l e o f Sain t Pa u l t o the 
Corinthians, translate d from t he French second edi t ion b y 
A. W. Heathcote and P. J. Allcock (London: The Epwo r t h Press, 
c.1962), p. 159. 
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the Messiah or his resurrection from t he dea d wi tl1out being 
challenged to prove with specific passages from the Old Testa-
ment such heretical statements. They would have b e ::!n called 
on to show the passa ges in the Old Testament where the 
Messiah is spoken of as dying for t he sins of others. The 
clearest passage they could r e fer to (perhaps t he only one !} 
was to be found in Isaiah 53. 11 
It is also significant that the phrase ka t a tas gra pha s 
is attached to only two of the four lines. Its omission for 
the burial (and also the appearances of Jesus) may possibly 
indicate that specific texts are in mind here, and none could 
be found for these facts. It would have been especially im-
portant not to use kata tas graphas. for the burial of Christ 
if one was following Isaiah 53, for this chapter states that 
the servant would be buried with the wicked. Christ, how-
ever, was buried in a rich man ' s tomb. 
Ka ta tas Graphas (3) 
In the third line of the formula the phrase "according 
to the Scriptures" is linked with the resurrection of Jesus 
11It must be pointed out here that we find a number of 
references to specific passages from t he Old Testament in the 
early preaching of the book of Acts. The allusions in Acts 
4:27,30 to Jesus as the servant may already be an understand-
ing of Jesus' death as a sacrificial death . The reference 
of Acts 5:30 to death by hanging on a tree could be background 
for a specific reference to the sacrificial death of Christ. 
Acts 8:32-33 quotes directly from Isa. 53, so t he 11 suffering 
servant" chapter must have been known to t h e c hurch of 
Jerusalem. 
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Christ on the third day. It reads, 11 and that he was raised 
on the third day according to the Scriptures. 11 The early 
church felt it important to show t hat Christ's rising from 
the grave on the third day was in fulfillment of the proph-
ecies of the Old Testament. How then shall we take this 
phrase? Is it a general reference to the Old Testar.,ent or 
to a specific passage? 
Most probably, the understanu.ing of ka ta tas grapnas in 
line three should be the same as t hat in line one. The par-
allelism between the lines points to this. It also follows 
that the kata tas graphas must refer to the whole p hrase as 
in line one. It was important in line one to view not 
merely the fact of the deathr of Christ as a fulfillment of 
the Old Testament Scriptures, but to view the sacrificial 
death as "according to the Scriptures." It would not be the 
purpose here simply to point to the resurrection as the ful-
fillment of Scripture • . For even John the Baptist was rumored 
to have been raised from the dead (Mark 6:14). It would also 
seem more logical to have placed the · kata tas grapha s between 
the fact of the resurrection and the historical note of the 
third day if the Scriptural proof extended only to the resur-
rection. For these reasons the solution which ~1etzger ··offers 
(that the kata tas graphas refers to the resurrection in gen-
eral with no allusion to the third day) 12 must be rejected. 
12Bruce Metzger, "A Suggestion Concerning the Meaning of 
I Corinthians 15: tlb, 11 in Jour.:1al of Theolog ical Studies, ' ew 
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The parallelism with line one also suggests that kata ta.s 
graphas be taken with reference both to the whole of Scrip-
ture and to specific passages. The possibilities here are 
Jonah 1:17, Hosea 6:2 and 2 Kings 20:5. The reference in 
Jonah is to Jonah's spending three days and three nights in 
the fish's belly. This passage is used by Christ in 
i'1atthew 12: 40. The Hosea reference is to the restoration 
of the nation on the third day, a nd 2 Kings 20:5 refers to 
Hezekiah's recovery from his sickness on the third day. 
The most likely of these three is . Hosea 6:2. One reason 
is that 1 Cor. 15:4 follows exactly the Septuagint version of 
this passage. They both contain the words te hemera te trite 
in exactly the same order. This, of course, is due to the 
influence of Semitic word order. But this is not as strong 
an argument as it might at first appear. The same wording is 
also found in 2 Kings 20:S. The occurrence of the same words 
in both Old Testament texts, however, does not completely 
remove the force of the argument for seeing Hosea 6:2 as the 
Old Testament background to 1 Cor. 15:4." 
Dodd claims that our reference is to Hosea 6:2. He points 
out that the whole book of Hosea is conducive to any early 
Christian "searching the Scripture" for light upon the 
kerygma. The references to God's covenant (2:18, 10:4), the 
Series, VIII (1957), pp. 118-123. Me t z ge r suggests t ha t the 
element o f t he thir d day was added to c o nvey the assurance 
tha t Christ would be but a visitor in the house of the dead, 
and not a permanent resident. 
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affirmation of Israel's redem9tion (7:13, 13:14) , Israel as 
a vine (10:1), and the knowledge of God as the mark of the 
renewed Israel (4:6) are all significant emphases, Dodd con ... 
eludes, 
I believe we are justified in concluding that t h e whole 
of this short book of !Iosea was influential in early 
Christian thought; whole chapters 1-2 and perhaps 13 
and 5:8-6:3 had especial significance. These passages 
bring into clear relief what is a dominant theme all 
through: the theme of judgment upon a sinful people 
as the inevitable and indispensable, but also t he 
certain prelude to redemption, renewal, or resurrec-
tion.13 
This point has merit when it is seen that the New Testament 
14 five times quotes expressiy from Hosea while alluding to 
15 the book in eleven other places. And yet not one of these 
is a quotation of Hosea 6:2. Dodd's point is, therefore, 
well made, but it could be countered with the fact that the 
New Testament nowhere uses what would seem to be the most im-
portant passage of the book of Hosea. 
However, the fact that Hosea 6:2 is not quoted in the 
New Testament and does not seem to be one o f the chief texts 
used to support Christ's resurrection from the Old Testament 
may not be definite proof that the pre-Pauline tradition did 
13c. H. Dodd, According to the Scriptures (New York: 
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1953), p. 77. 
1 4Rom. 9:26, Rom. 9:25, Matt. 9:13, 12:7, 2:15, l Cor. 
15:55. 
151 Peter 2:10, Eph. 6:17, Luke 21:22, 23 : 30, Rev . 6: 
16, 3:17, 6:8, Acts 13:10, Heb. 13:15, 2 Cor. 9 ; 1 0, 1 Pet. 
2:10. 
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have reference to it. It is entirely 9ossible that in the 
development of the early church it became more iraportant to 
show that Christ h i mself had p r edicted his m-m resurrection 
than that this was an Old Testa,r.ent pred ic·tion. Lir.C.:a rs says 
on this point, 
Secondly, and more important 1 we have s een rea so:1 to 
believe that Jesus did himself speak of a revival on 
the third day in some form. Although his words are 
based on prophecy, the interest f a stens on the fact 
that he had himself spoken it.16 
This explanation may account for the silence of the New 
Testament as to the use of Hosea 6:2 in reference to the 
resurrection of Christ on the third day. 
Another argument for the influence of Hosea 6:2 on the 
tradition behind l Cor. 15:4b is the fact that this Old 
Testament passage was interpreted by the rabbis as referring 
to the resurrection of the dead. In the Midrash on the book 
of Esther we read, "The dead also will come to life only 
after three days (from the beginning of the final judgment), 
as it says, 'On the third day He will raise us up, that ·we 
17 
may live in His presence.'" 
An objection which might be raised at this point is that 
the reference in Hosea 6:2 is to a nation, while the refer-
ence in our passage is to Christ as an inqividual. How 
16Lindars , p. 64. 
l 7 11 Esth(::.:  .. 11 Midras~ Rabbah, edited by Rabbi Dr . H. 
Freedman, tra nslated.~ ivlaurice Simon ~L,:mdon : ':'>.~ Socino 
Press, 1939), p. 112. 
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could the primitive church take a passa g e wh ich r efers to a 
nation and apply it to Christ? The passage reads from verse 
one, "Come, let us return to the Lord; for he has torn, t hat 
he may heal us; he has stricken, and he will bind us up. 
After two days he will revive us; on the third day he will 
raise us up, that we may live before him." This objection, 
however, is not a valid one. For the point i n t he perspective 
of the New Testament would be that Israel is a prot"otype of 
Jesus Christ. This is the whole thrust of Heilsgeschich te. 
Ramsey states, 
The particular passages had their sigr. i ~icanc e bec~use 
t h e Scrip tures as a whole had found fulfi l ment . What 
God did of old time, in the call and redemption of 
Israel, in the catastrophes and deliverances of her 
history, has now found its climax in the deliverance 
of Christ from death.18 
Gerhard Delling offers a final argument for understanding 
kata tas graphas as a specific reference to Hosea 6:2. He 
points out that the Targurn alters Hosea 6:2 by removing the 
phrase "the third day" and substituting "on the day of the 
resurrection of the dead," thus making it a general reference. 
He says this is done with the same view in mind as the revi-
sion of the Ebed Yahweh songs in the Targum, namely, to remove 
the possibility that Christians could use these passages to 
refer to the Hessiah. This view assumes that Christians 
18.i,lichael Ramsey, The Resurrect ion of Chris t (Londo:1 : 
Geoffrey Bles, 1956), p. 26. 
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were already using Hosea 6:2 for such a purpose. 19 
The conclusion reached here after presentation of both 
sides of the debate is the same as in verse 3b. The phrase 
kata tas graphas in both verses refers first of all to the 
overarching will of God as revealed in the whole of the Old 
Testament, and secondly as this will is displayed in two 
specific passages. 
"He was Raised on the Third Day" 
This phrase by itself raises a number of questions. The 
questions deal either with the egegertai or the te hemera te 
trite. We shall begin with the verb. 
The verb egeiro (raise, lift up) when used of the resur-
rection of Jesus Christ is always used in the passive. The 
idea is that Christ did not raise himself, but that he was 
raised by God. It is most frequently used in the aorist 
passive when Christ is the subject. Here it is used in the 
perfect tense to indicate a continuing effect on the suo-
ject.20 According to our passage, the Resurrection of Jesus 
Christ has a lasting effect; He is the Risen One. Neufeld 
thinks that the use here and in other places of Christos 
19Gerhard Delling, "hemera, 11 ~, II, 949. 
2
°F. Blass, A. Debrunner and R. Funk, A Greek Gram.~ar 
of the New Tesi:ament (Chicago: The University o f Chicago 
Press, c.1961). Par. 342(1), p. 176. 
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with the passive suggests that it is a primitive formula. 21 
The verb here is not to be taken as a middle voice since the 
idea of Christ raising himself up is entirely foreign to New 
Testament thought. 22 
"On the third day" presents another problem. Wnere did 
this idea come from? Wa s it derived from Old Testament 
prophecies concerning the ~hird day? Did it develop from 
the dying and rising gods of the mystery cults? Why was the 
third day specifically chosen? 
There are a number of theories to explain the emphasis 
on the third day for the resurrection of Jesus Christ from 
the dead. It has been attributed to the Old Testament idea 
that important events happen on the third day. It has b e en 
attributed to Old Testament prophecies which call for resur-
rection on the third day (2 Kings 20:5 1 Hosea 6:2, Jonah l: 
17). It has been associated with the Jewish belief that the 
soul hovered near the corpse for three days and departed only 
on the fourth day, when death finally supervened. John 11:39 
is supposed .to be an example of this. Bruce Metzger has pro-
posed that it arose out of the fa.ct that in the Ancient Near 
East "three days" constituted a temporary habitation, while 
the "fourth day" implied a permanent residence. The New 
Testament is thereby witnessing that Jesus Christ was only 
2lvernon Neufeld, The Earliest Christian Confessions 
(Grand Rapids: {vm. B. Eerdmans, i963), p. 4-8. 
22Murdoch Dahl, The Resurrection of the Body, #36 in Stud-
ies in Biblical Theology (London: SCi•i Press , c.1962), p. 97. 
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t 23 a emporary visitor in the house of the dead. 
But, in reality, it is impossible to substantiate any 
of these hypotheses. They seem to be solutions that bypass 
the most obvious answer to the question of whe re the idea of 
the third day developed. The easiest solution is tha t the 
first resurrection appearances actuall y took place on the 
third day after Christ's death, and the earliest Christians 
assumed that Christ was raised early that s ame day. For it 
is incredible that the idea of Christ's resurrection on the 
third day could have developed out of such a scarcity of Old 
Testament prophecies concerning the resurrection on the third 
day. It is also difficult to think that the mystery religions 
could have had an influence such as this so shortly after the 
resurrection itself. All of the other solutions also seem to 
be vain searching in the wrong direction. 
"The third day" is a Semitic idiom that frequently means 
"a short tirne. 11 We find it used in the New Testament in 
Luke 13:32 where Jesus s a ys, " Behold, I cast out demons and 
perform cures today and tomorrow, and the thir d da.y I f inish 
my course." In the verses following he speaks of his death, 
so it is logical to think of the third day in this passage 
as a reference to the time he will die. This was most likely 
how the first disciples understood this phrase. Then when 
Jesus appeared on the third day after his death, they 
2311etzger, pp. 118-123. 
J 
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reinterpreted the phrase and understood it as a liter a l 
reference to the moment of resurrection. They began to search 
for Old Testament passages that showed the resurrection of 
Christ on the third day as " a ccordin g to t he Scriptures." 
It was not any of the understanding s of the t h ird day t hat 
gave rise to t h e record of Jesus' r e s urrecti on on the third 
d a y, but it was the event of the r e surrectio.n (witnessed 
through his appearances to his disciples) t hat gave rise t o 
our text and others. It may even be possible to trace this 
ba k t th . . 1 h "' Ch ' t l ' 1 r 2 4 c o e origina prop ecy o~ .ris 11mse ~ . 
Cameron Mackay states in summary, 
A reassuring conclusion from t h e general vagueness is 
that it is unlikely that the Old Testament pas s a ges 
can have created the belief that t he Resurre ction 
occurred on the third day. It is f ar more proba ble 
that the event, attested b y good e vidence, cre ated 
any use of proof-texts that was made •• • • r a t her 
a build-up of evidence is suggested, Hosea propping 
Jonah, Jonah Hosea , wi th other materia l contributing 
to a stable structure, an arch whereof Easter morning 
was keystone . 25 
"And He Was Buried11 
The prominence of the burial of Christ as a part of 
this quoted formula indicates its importance in the procla-
mation of the primitive church. Why was such importance 
24A. E. Morris, "A Note on I Corinthians 15:3-4, " in 
Expositor y Times, XLV {1933-34 ), p. 44 says , 11 We suggest that 
t he order should be reversed. The collection of Te stimonies 
was based on an exposition of t he Old Tes tament given by our 
Lord •••• 11 
25cameron Mackay, "The Third Day, 11 Church Qua r t erl y 
Review, CLXIV (1963), p. 290. 
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placed on the fact of Christ 1 s burial? A perusal of the 
gospel accounts shows thn.t the story of the e mpty tomb is 
mentioned in all four gospe ls. The primitive ch urch wanted 
to state t hat when Jesus was taken down from the cross he 
was unequivocally dead. His burial is a verification of his 
death. This is one of the purposes of the parallelism in 
l Cor. 15:3b-S. Each of the short lines is given as a re-
inforcement of the statement of the pre ceding longer line. 
The burial emphasizes the fact of Christ's death, and the 
appearances emphasize the fact of the resurrection. "And 
he was buried" means he was really dead. Baird states, 
The empty tomb, even if historical, would h a ve 
been powerless to elicit faith. The point of t he 
statement , "He was buried," was to stress the reality 
of Christ's death so . as to underscore the certainty 
of God's action in his resu=rection.26 
Whether Paul (or the pre-Pauline formula) is here 
alluding to the story of the empty tomb cannot be ascertained 
from this statement. But the point of the story of the empty 
tomb is certainly the point here. Christ arose from the dead! 
It is very likely that Paul knew the story of the empty tomb 
since he met with Peter, the main character in John's gospel 
story. 
26william Baird, The Corinthian Church --A Bibl ical 
Approach to Urban Culture (New York: Abingdon Press, c.1964), 
p. 170. 
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"He Was Seen by Cephas, Then by the Twelve" 
This verse lists two resurrection appearances, the 
first to Cephas and the second to the twelve. A correct 
understanding of the meaning of these a ppearances centers 
around the use of the verb ophthe and the persons to whom 
the appearances were directed. 
A question which has bee n frequently raised is whether 
the appearances were objective historical appearances of the 
risen Christ, or subjective hallucinations. It is not the 
purpose of this paper to deal extensively with this question, 
because it is impossible to answer the question on t he basis 
of 1 Cor. 15:5-8. The only indications we have are found in 
what follows. 
A brief study of the word ophthe reveals several t h ings. 
The verb ophthe is used in the Old Testament ~ostly of beings 
that make their appearance in a supernatural manner, almost 
always with the dative of the person to whom they appear: 
God (Gen. 12:7; 17:1), Angels (Exodus 3:2). 27 In the New 
Testament it is used in much the same manner. It is used a 
total of nineteen times. Eight times it is used of the 
27Bauer, Walter, A Gree k-English Lexicon of t he New 
Testament and Other Ea rly Christia n Lite rature , tra nslated 
from the German and revised bv William F . Arndt and F. 
Wilbur Gingrich (Chicago: The~Un iversity of Chicago Press, 
c.1957), p. 581. Hereafte r cited as BAG. 
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appearances of the risen Christ; 28 six times of im.'1lortal 
beings such as God, angels, Hoses Elijah. 29 Four times it 
is used of things which appear: three of these are in the 
Book of Revelation (11:19; 12:1,3), and t he other is of a 
"vision" which appeared to Paul in the night in Acts 16:9. 30 
So it seems that the emphasis in the New Testament (if we 
list the appearances of Christ under the appearances of im-
mortal beings) is on the appearance of a being who has gone 
beyond the grave to a mortal man. The use of the verb 
Bphthi in l Cor. 15 is intended to show t hat Jesus Christ is 
more than an ordinary mortal. Ha is one who has come back 
from the dead as Moses and Elijah who appeared on t h e Mount 
of Transfiguration (Matt. 17:3; Mark 9:4). He no longer is 
bound to the realm of the earthly. He is now a part of the 
realm which transcends the earthly, to which angels, Moses, 
Elijah, and God belong. He is no longer a mere. mortal. 
It is also important ·to note the context in which 
ophthe is used in l Cor. 15:3b-5. With the exception of 
apethanen, all of the verbs in this sequence are in the 
passive voice. They describe something that has happened to 
28Luke 24:34; Acts 13:31; 26:16; 1 Cor. 15:5,6,7,8; 
l Tim. 3: 16. 
29Matt. 17:3; Mark 9:4; Luke 1:11; 22: 4 3; Acts 7:2,30. 
30IIorao in the Aorist passive is used a single time in 
a natural sense of Moses whe n he appeared t o t h e two men 
fighting in Egypt (Acts 7:26). 
) 
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Christ. Since death is something which happens to a person, 
we may includ e a pe thane n here also. In t his passive context, 
it would be best to translate the verb 5p hthi with t he phrase 
"he was seen." Not only do we find the e mpha sis on t he other-
worldly status of Christ after his death, but also on what 
happens to him. Christ was seen after his resurrection by 
his disciples. They are to be the witnesses of his resurrec-
tion. Paul is giving in 1 Cor. 15 the a uthoritative witnesses 
to the resurrection. Christ was seen by them. 
The a ppearance to Peter is of interest for several reasons. 
We notice first of all that his Aramaic name is used. This is 
corn..'llon usage by Paul who always uses the Aramaic Cephas in 
1 Corinthians and usually in all of his letters, the two 
exceptions being Gal. 2:7 and 8. 
It is most likely that we are correct in assuming that 
the use in the pre-Pauline formula of the name Cephas instead 
of Peter is to emphasize his importance as the 11 rock11 of the 
early church. Cullmann in his book Peter says, 
In any event, the fact that the word Ke pha was trans-
lated into Greek is significant. It confirms the fact 
that the word is not a proper name; proper names are 
not translated.31 
The name Kephas is not a name in our sense of the term, but 
a title. It is a t i tle which points to the function of Peter 
as the rock upon which the church of the Apostles was built. 
3loscar Cullmann, Peter, translated b y Floyd Filson 
(Philadelphia: The Westmf nster Press, 1953), p. 19. 
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It probably goes back to the story found in Matthew 16:16-20, 
where this name was given to Peter by Jesus. To t ake it in 
this sense, fits in well with the context, since dod ekoi and 
Christos are not proper names either. 
The appearance to Peter is of interest for anothe r 
reason . It is not mentioned in the Gospels except for Luke 
24:34, where we find the closely parallel structure~ 
ontos e gerthe ho kurios kai ophthe Simoni. It is probable 
that these two accounts are derived from the same tradition, 
or possibly Luke's verse is derived from the pa r ado sis which 
lies behind 1 Cor. 15:3b-5. In any case, it is indeed strange 
that the gospel records do not give us an account of the 
appearance of the risen Christ to Peter as they do of others. 32 
"Then by the twelve" is the parallel phrase to the 
appearance to Peter. "The twelve" is not meant to indicate 
the exact number of the disciples, but it is rather a title. 33 
The formula is not interested in the group for its . mm sake, 
tut simply for its function in the church. As Rengstorf 
states, 
32cullmann, Peter, p. 60, conjectures that this account 
was lost with the lost ending of .:iark. 
3 3At this point in the text the original version of D 
and G plus the Vulgate and a Syriac translation have handeka 
for d odeka. It is obvious here that a scribe desiring to be 
nrnnerically correct a nd to harmo n ize thi s p a ssa g e wi t h 
Matthew 28 :16 substitit ed the numbe r eleve n f o r the titl e 
"the twelve." For Judas was not among t he d i scip les a ny 
longer. The majority of manuscript evidence is for dodeka. 
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If anything is certain about the mention of the twelve 
in this list, it is that Paul does not speak of them as 
a constituent pa rt of the organized primitive conununity, 
nor as its leaders, but rather as a group among the 
first witnesses of the r e surrection which is of nar-
ticular importance in virtue of its connection wlth 
Jesus.34 
It is also possible that "the twelve" carries the conno-
~5 
tation of the representatives of the people of God.~ They 
may represent the twelve tribes of the New Israel founc!.ed 
by Jesus Christ. As the fulfillment of God's will is em-
phasized through the twice-cited "according to the 
Scripture$," so here the fulfillment of the founding of a 
new Israel may be implied in the use of the term "the 
twelve. 11 
As it was the purpose of the second line to verify the 
longer first line, so here the mention of the witnesses is 
intended to verify the fact that God raised Christ from the 
dead on the third day. No one saw the resurrection take 
place, but these witnesses saw the risen Lord! This is proof 
enough for the primitive church that it really happened. 
It is not within the scope of this paper to consider the 
other Christophanies which occur in verses 6, 7 and 8. A study 
of these and a comparison of them with the Gospel accounts is 
f 11 1 d . . . . "- lf 36 a u - ength issertation in i~se • 
34R. H. Rengstorf, 11 dodeka, 11 IQtl'.£., II, 327. 
35This could be the thought underlying Ma~t. 19:28. 
36For further study, see. Michael c. Parry, The Ea ster 
Enigma {London: Faber and Faber, c. 1959) a nd E. L • .i:.:.len, 
"The Lost Kerygma, 11 in New Testament Studies, III (1956-1957), 
349-353. 
CHAPTER VIII 
CONCLUSIO~S 
In 1 Corinthia ns 15:3b-5 the Apostle Paul quotes word 
for word from a formula he had received prior to h is p r each-
ing in Corinth. It is a tradition passed on to h i m b y the 
leaders of the primitive church in J e rusa lem, wh ich he in 
turn passed ~n to mission congregations i n the Gen tile wor l d . 
He ma y have received it from Peter and James t hemselves when 
he visited them in Jerusalem (Galatians 1:18-19). This para-
dosis was part o f a book of traditions (which also i ncluded 
1 Car. 11:23-25) dealing with the life, death and resurrection 
of Jesus Christ. It originated in the city of J e rusalem among 
the earliest Aramaic-speaking Christians the re, and may have 
been written originally in the Hebrew language. 
It is cited in 1 Car . 15 to emphasize several points. 
It is me ant to show the Corinthians that t he gospel corn.,non 
to all t h e Apostles included the resurrectionr,of Jesus Christ. 
This was among the most important elements of the gospel. 
Paul also quoted this formula to emphasize his assertion in 
15:11 that his gospe l is the same as tha t of all the Apostle s. 
The formula begins in the second half o f verse 3. It ex-
tends for certain to the end of verse 5, and t here is a very 
good possibility tha t it extends to t he e n d of v e rse 7 (with 
the exclusion of the parenthetical remark, "most o f whom are 
still alive, thoug h some have fallen asleep"). This is a 
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question which needs more consideration than it is receiving 
by scholars today. 
This section of the proclamation of the primitive 
church consists of two interwoven elements. It is a com-
bination of event and interpretation. "Christ died " is 
essentially the proclamation of an event, while "for our 
sins" is clearly faith's interpretation of that event. It 
points to the atoning death of the i.-1essiah as a key element 
in the earliest preaching of the church. The burial of 
Jesus Christ is included in the primitive proclamation to 
verify the reality of Jesus' death and thereby to serve as an 
assurance of the resurrection from the dead. Th is resurrec-
tion of the Christ is cited as taking place on a definite 
date--the third day after his crucifixion. Both the atoning 
death of Jesus Christ and his resurrection on the third day 
are considered the fulfillment of the expectations of the 
Old Testament witness. They are the climax of God's will as 
shown forth in the writings of the Old Testament. The framers 
of the pre-Pauline paradosis not: only viewed the atoning death 
and the resurrection on the third day as fulfillment of God's 
will in a general sense, but they also had specific Old Testa-
ment passages in mind. Isaiah 53:12 is the Old Testament 
background for the sacrificial death of the Christ, while 
Hosea 6:2 with its reference to the resurrection o f Israel on 
the third day seems ·to have been interprete d in the primitive 
church as a prediction of the resurrection of Jesus Christ on 
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the third day. 
The appearance of the risen one to Cephas and the 
twelve emphasizes two things. It emphasizes that Jesus Christ, 
the risen Lord, was one who had penetrated beyond the grave 
and had returned to show his disciples he had risen from the 
dead. He was more than a mortal. The use of a verb cornmon 
to theophanies confesses the church's faith in the super-
human nature of the risen Christ. The use of this verb in 
the passive emphasizes also the importance of the witnesses of 
the resurrection for the primitive church. They were the key-
stone of faith in the resurrection of Jesus Christ. They 
were so important to the primitive church that their names 
were included in the primitive Christian proclamation. The 
specific names used for Peter and the disciples ("Cephas" and 
"the twelve") show that these individuals were viewed in their 
importance for the primitive church. "Cephas" was the rock 
upon whi~h the church was founded and "the twelve" were the 
followers who knew Jesus in his lifetime. 
This primitive proclamation is composed of events which 
took place in an historical setting. In 1 Cor. 15:3b-5 Jesus 
Christ is spoken of as a real person who really died, who was 
really buried, but one also who was raised from the dead, and 
proved to his disciples he was alive again by appearing to 
them. The mention of the burial and the third day emphasizes 
the concern of the primitive Christian community to relate the 
Christ of faith to the Jesus of history. 
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Jesus Christ is the main focus of interest in t h is 
tradition. Ile is the subject of every one of the verbs in 
these four lines. But it must be state d that t his tradition 
strongly stresses the will of God. The t wice-cited phrase 
kata t a s graphas and the passive e ge g er t a i point beyond 
Jesus Christ to t he God by whose will the saving events 
take place. It is not proper to speak here of what Jesus 
Christ has done, but what God the Father has done through 
His anointed one. 
The Christ is pictured here in his uniqueness as the 
eschatological fulfiller of God's salvation history. He dies 
as the fulfillment of the Suffering Servant; he is raised as 
the new Israel on the third day; he is seen by the twelve. 
This is the primitive church's way of sayin g that in Jesus 
Christ the eschaton has arrived. 
According to l Cor. 15:3b-5 we can say with certainty 
that St. Paul was no innovator. He did not compose his own 
gospel. This tradition passed on to him by the early Apostles 
is considered by him as of chief importance. He stands in a 
chain of tradition, receiving traditions from the Apostles 
bef ore him and passing them on to his congregations. He 
effects through his preaching a continuity of the Apostolic 
tradition. 
This section of 1 Corinthians 15 also tells us some-
thing of the proclamation and instruction in the church of 
Paul's day. There were authoritative traditions, fixed 
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either orally or in written form. These were meant to 
preserve the correct teaching and to guide missionaries and 
church members in their understanding of the .!:aith. The tra-
dition of this period does not appear to be free and floating. 
Questions for Further Study 
A number of questions have arisen in the course of this 
study which do not fall directly within the scope of this 
paper. 
A question which scholars today seem desirous to ignore 
is the question of the length of the quotation. Where does 
it stop? Should all of the resurrection appearances (includ-
ing Paul's) be considered a part of this sum.~ary of the primi-
tive Christian proclamation? Do we find in verse seven a 
Jacobine tradition of resurrection appearances in contrast 
to a Petrine one in verse five? 
How are all of these resurrection appearances to be 
reconciled with the gospels? What happened to the account 
of the appearance of Christ to Peter? This would seem to 
have been of greatest significance for the primitive church. 
Why was it not preserved in the Gospel account? Where is 
the account of the appearance to James to be found? Do the 
synoptics record the appearance of Christ to the five hundred 
brethren? 
An interesting project, which would help one more 
thoroughly understand the theology of this short sum.~ary, 
L _ 
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would be to compare this section with other parts of the )lew 
Testament thought to be creecls or hymns. A comparison-contrast 
study of this sort would yield much for our understanding of 
the assumptions behind 1 Cor. 15:3b-5. 
Are the results of this study a contradiction to what 
Paul says in Galatians 1:12, ~For I did not receive it from 
man, nor was I taught it, but it came through a revelation of 
Jesus Christ"? Why does Paul in Galatians so vehemently deny 
that he was taught his .gospel and then speak of it in 1 Cor-
inthians as something he had received in the chain of tradi-
tion from the earlier Apostles? 
Why is there no mention of the earthly life of Jesus in 
1 Cor. 15:3b-5? Are we to conclude from this that the 
preaching of the early church was not concerned with the 
earthly life of Jesus? 
How did the missionaries of the first century go about 
teaching their converts? · Was it essentially memory work? 
Does the rabbinic background of the New Testament shed addi-
tional light on Christian methods of preserving and trans-
mitting traditions about Jesus Christ? 
A final question which is a problem.here is: What is the 
relationship of faith to history? Did the primitive church 
and Paul believe they could prove the historicity of the 
resurrection by citing witnesses who saw the risen Lord? 
Is Paul here engaging in a fatal argument when he tries to 
prove the resurrection? Is his aim here to prove the 
resurrection at all? 
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